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of direct
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sound
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gives a live performance its depth, richness and excitement.
Instead of bringing an orchestra into your living room, bring
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Summer

Instrumental and Vocal Programs for the outstanding high
school/college-age musician. Private study with master artists including
members of the faculty of the Boston University School of Music and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Chamber music, orchestral and vocal

performances

at

Tanglewood.

For information: Dr. Gary L. Zeller, Boston University Tanglewood
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

Institute,

Telephone: 617/353-3386.
Summer address: Tanglewood, Lenox, Massachusetts 01240.
Summer telephone: 413/637-1430.

A program offered by the Boston University School for the Arts
with the Berkshire Music Center/Boston Symphony Orchestra.
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When you
cant be at

Tangkwood,
listen here:
IN

MASSACHUSETTS

WGBH 89.7 FM Boston
WFCR 88.5 FM Amherst
IN

NEW YORK

WAMC 90.3 FM Albany
IN

MAINE

WMEA 90.1 FM Portland
WMEH 90.9 FM Bangor

WMEM 106.1

FM

Presque

Live Broadcasts of the

Isle

BSO

concerts at Tanglewood
are originated by
and if you
like what you hear,
write for our free monthly
program guide.
Listen

.

.

Boston, and are

Albany Medical College
New York 12208

Albany,

possible

in part

eastern

New York
New England

and western

by a grant

from the Prudential
Insurance

Company of

America.
Listen. It's almost
being here.

National Public Radio
in

made

.

WAMC

HOT
"

WGBH,

i

like

POSTERS

€i

T-SHIRTS

ETC.

Chic and colorful Boston Symphony mementos are available in the Glass
House, situated by the Main Gate. The Glass House is open one hour before

and one hour after concerts. All proceeds
Boston Symphony concerts at Tanglewood and the

concerts, during intermissions

help sustain the

activities of the Berkshire

Music Center.

Mastercharge/Visa credit cards accepted.
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TANGLEWOOD
group of music-loving summer residents of the
Berkshires organized a series of three outdoor concerts at Interlaken, to
be given by members of the New York Philharmonic under the direction
of Henry Hadley. The venture was so successful that the promoters
incorporated the Berkshire Symphonic Festival and repeated the experiment during the next summer.
The Festival committee then invited Serge Koussevitzky and the Boston
Symphony Orchestra to take part in the following year's concerts. The
Orchestra's Trustees accepted, and on 13 August 1936 the Boston
In

August 1934,

a

Symphony gave its first concerts in the Berkshires (at Holmwood, a
former Vanderbilt estate, later the Center at Foxhollow). The series, again
consisting of three concerts, was given under a large tent, and a total of
nearly 15,000 people attended.
In the winter of 1936, Mrs. Gorham Brooks and Miss Mary Aspinwall
Tappan offered Tanglewood, the Tappan family estate, with its buildings
and 210 acres of lawns and meadows, as a gift to Koussevitzky and the
Orchestrr. The offer was gratefully accepted, and on 12 August 1937 the
Festival's largest crowd thus far assembled under a tent for the first
Tanglewood concert, a program of music by Wagner.
As Koussevitzky began The Ride of the Valkyries, a storm erupted,
overpowering the music and causing the concert to be interrupted three

times before the

program had

first

to be

instruments, and,

The second half of the
water damage to some of the

half could be completed.

changed because of

when

the concert ended, Miss Gertrude Robinson

Smith, one of the Festival's founders, came to the stage and told the
audience that the storm had demonstrated the need for a permanent
structure.

A

hundred thousand dollars, she said, would be needed for this
purpose, and the response to her plea was so generous that within a
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short time the

amount was

fully subscribed. Plans for the

were drawn up by the eminent

Music Shed

architect Eliel Saarinen, and, as modified

by Josef Franz of Stockbridge, who also directed construction, it was
completed on 16 June 1938, a month ahead of schedule: Seven weeks
later, Serge Koussevitzky led the inaugural concert, which included a
performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. By 1941, the TheatreConcert Hall, the Chamber Music Hall, and several small studios all part
of the Berkshire Music Center, which had begun operations the preceding
year were finished, and the Festival had so expanded its activities and its

—

—

reputation for excellence that

it

attracted nearly 100,000 visitors.

Today Tanglewood annually draws
visitors; in addition to the

close to a quarter of a million

twenty-four regular concerts of the Boston

Symphony, there are weekly chamber music concerts, "Prelude" concerts,
and open rehearsals, the annual Festival of Contemporary Music, and
almost daily concerts by the gifted young musicians of the Berkshire
Music Center. Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops perform each summer,
and the Festival also includes a series of concerts by popular artists. The
season offers not only a vast quantity of music but also a vast range of
musical forms and styles, all of it presented with a regard for artistic
excellence that makes the Festival unique. Tanglewood and the Berkshire
Music Center, projects with which Koussevitzky was involved until his
death, have become a fitting shrine to his memory, a living embodiment
of the vital, humanistic tradition that

was

his legacy.
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More music

for your money.
New York:

Fifth

Avenue and

18th St., Fifth

Avenue and 48th

Boston: 395 Washington Street (Across from Filene's)
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FESTIVAL INFORMATION
Latecomers will be seated only at the first convenient pause in the
program. Persons who need urgently to leave before the concert is over are
earnestly asked to do so between works, and not during the performance.
rehearsals by the Boston Symphony Orchestra are held each
Saturday morning at 10:30. Admission charge is $3.50, and the proceeds
benefit the Orchestra's pension fund.

Open

Ticket information for all Berkshire Festival events may be obtained at the
desks at the Main Gate and at the Lion Gate or by calling 413-637-1940.
Box office hours are from 10 a.m. until intermission on concert days,
otherwise 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The use

of recording

equipment

The Lost and Found Office

who

Gate. Visitors

Tanglewood

is

at

Tanglewood

in the

is

forbidden at

all

times.

Superintendent's house near the Main

find stray property are asked to

hand

it

to

any

official.

Refreshments can be obtained in the area west of the Main Gate and at
other locations on the grounds. Catering is by Ogden Foods Inc. Visitors
are invited to picnic before concerts.
T-shirts, posters, beach towels, photographs, kites, and other souvenirs are
on sale in the Glass House next to the Main Gate. Glass House hours are
from 10 to 6 Monday through Wednesday and from 10 until one hour after
the end of the concert Thursday through Sunday. Proceeds help sustain the

Boston Symphony concerts
Music Center.

at

Tanglewood

as well as the Berkshire

The Tanglewood Music Store, managed by Van Curler Music Company,
Albany, NY, is near the Main Gate and remains open for half an hour after
the conclusion of each concert in the Shed.

Limited parking facilities are available for invalids and the physically
handicapped. Please ask the parking attendants.

The

First

Aid station

is

near the Main Gate.

For rest rooms and pay phones, please see the

map on

the opposite page.

Physicians expecting calls are asked to leave their names and seat numbers
with the Guide at the Main Gate.

No smoking,
cooperation

drinking, or eating in the Tanglewood Shed, please. Your

is

appreciated.

Cameras: You are of course welcome to bring
cameras to Tanglewood, but we must ask you to
take no pictures during the music because the
click of shutters, the winding of film, and the
flash annoy your neighbors and distract the
musicians. We thank you for your understanding and your courtesy.
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'Monitor feature coverage
views people as basically
decent, endlessly fascinating,
and ofenduring)
'

worth!'
Alan Bunce
Feature Editor
The Christian Science Monitor

As a feature editor of a daily
world newspaper, Bunce searches
for the entertaining or enriching"
story that balances the daily

impact of world events and
completes the picture. Features,
he feels, should portray the world
as a lively and interesting place,
a storehouse of inexhaustible
richness.

Make the Monitor your daily
source for news— and features.
Call toll free: 800-225-7090.
(In Mass., call collect: 617-262-2300.)

Or use the coupon below.

NewsThe way you need it.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONTTOR
'

I

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Box 125, Astor Station, Boston, MA, U.S.A. 02123
Please start the Monitor coming in the mail every

months $12.50
6 months $25
Check/money order enclosed
3

9

months

Monday through Friday for:

$37.50

One year, only $45— a $5 saving
Bill

me later

Name (please print)
Street
City

Apt.

State

ZIP
T3Z

"

~
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Seiji

Seiji

the

Ozawa
Ozawa became Music Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in
of 1973. He is the thirteenth conductor of the Orchestra since its

fall

founding

in 1881.

He was born

Hoten, Manchuria in 1935, and studied both Western and
Oriental music as a child. He attended Toho School of Music in Tokyo and
graduated with first prizes in composition and conducting. Shortly after his
graduation, he won first prize at the International Competition of
Conducting at Besancon, France, and was invited by Charles Munch, then
Music Director of the Boston Symphony and a judge at the competition, to
spend a summer studying at Tanglewood.
In 1964 and for the next five season, Mr. Ozawa was Music Director of
the Ravinia Festival. At the beginning of the 1965-66 season he became
Music Director of the Toronto Symphony, a position he relinquished four
seasons later to study and guest conduct. In 1970 he accepted the position
of Artistic Director of the Berkshire Music Festival, and in December of the
same year he began his inauguraPseason as Conductor and Music Director
of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, titles that he held concurrently
with his position as Music Director of the Boston Symphony. In the spring
of 1976 he resigned his San Francisco position although he remained
Honorary Conductor for the 1976-77 season.
Mr. Ozawa pursues an active international career and is a regular and
favorite guest conductor with the Berlin Philharmonic, the Orchestre de
Paris, and at the Salzburg Festival each year. He has conducted at Covent
Garden, and returns to Japan annually to conduct the New Japan
Philharmonic and other orchestras. The newest items on his large and
growing discography with the Boston Symphony, are Bartok's Miraculous
Mandarin Suite, and Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, Mahler's Symphony
No. 1, and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5 (all on Deutsche Grammophon), and
Roger Sessions's When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd (New World Records).
in
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For 106 years we've been serious
about people who make music.
In 1872 Boston University established the first professional music program within an
American university to train creative and talented students for careers in music. 106 years
later the Boston University School of Music is still doing what it does best.

•

Performance -Music Eduction 'History and Literature -Theory and Composition

Walter Eisenberg, violin

Madeline

music history and

brass (cont.)

strings
Foley,

chamber music

'Gerald Gelbloom violin
'
Max Hobart, chamber music
'Bernard Kadinoff, viola
Endel Kalam, chamber music
William Kroll, chamber music
'Eugene Lehner, chamber music
'Leslie Martin, string bass

George Neikrr ?, cello
'Miscba Nieland, cello
Leslie Parnas, cello

'Henry Portnoi, string bass
'William Rhein, string bass
'Roger Shermont, violin
"Joseph Siiverstein, violin
Roman Totenberg, violin
Walter Trampler, viola
'Max Winder, violin
'Lawrence Wolfe, string bass

'Gordon Hallberg, tromboneltuba
'Charles Kavalovski, French horn
Charles A. Lewis, Jr., trumpet
David Ohanian, French horn
Samuel Pilafian, tuba
'Rolf Smedvig, trumpet
'Harry Shapiro, French horn
'Roger Voisin, trumpet
Charles Yancich, French horn

Murray Lefkowitz
Joel Sheveloff

*

theory and composition
Thedore Antoniou
David Del Tredici
John

*

percussion

'Thomas Gauger

music education
Lee Chrisman
Phyllis Elhady Hoffman

piano
Maria Clodes
Anthony di Bonaventura
Lenore Engdahl

Phillip Oliver, staff

Allen Lannom
Jack O. Lemons

organ

George Faxon
Jack Fisher
Max Miller

'Joseph Siiverstein, orchestra
'Roger Voisin, orchestra
Paul Gay, wind ensemble

harpsichord

boston symphony orchestra

Mark

Kroll

Joseph Payne

'Felix Viscuglia, clarinet

voice

'Harold Wright, clarinet

Eunice Alberts, contralto

Ghitalla,

trumpet

Paul Gay, trombone
'

Mary Davenport, contralto
Dimmock, soprano
Maeda Freeman, mezzo

'Sherman Walt, bassoon
'Charles Kavalovski, French horn

Ellalou

John Coffey, tromboneltuba

Armando

woodwind quintet in residence
"Doriot Anthony Dwyer, flute
'Ralph Gomberg, oboe
Harold Wright, clarinet
'

Germaine Arosa, diction

'

Mary Ann Norton
musical organizations
Adelaide Bishop, opera
Warren Wilson, opera
Thomas Dunn, chorus
Endel Kalam, orchestra

accompanist

'Sherman Walt, bassoon

'Norman Bolter, trombone
Peter Chapman, trumpet

Robert Gartside, tenor
Mac Morgan, baritone
Chloe Owen, soprano
Allen Rogers, vocal coaching

Wilma Thompson, mezzo

Member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

Boston University School of Music
Wilbur D. Fullbright, Director
offering degrees at the bachelor, master,

Thow

Maurice Wright

Edith Stearns
Fredrik Wanger

'Ronald Barron, trombone

Mekeel

Lucile Lawrence

Edward Avedisian, clarinet

brass

Kroll

Joyce

John

harp

woodwinds

'Matthew Ruggiero, bassoon

Goodman

Mark

Malloy Miller
Robert Sirota

'Charles Smith

Elizabeth Hagenah
Bela Boszormenyi-Nagy

"Pasquale Cardillo, clarinet
'Doriot Anthony Dwyer, flute
Roderick Ferland, saxophone
'Ralph Gomberg, oboe
'John Holmes, oboe
'Phillip Kaplan, flute
'James Pappoutsakis, flute
"Richard Plaster, bassoon

literature

Karol Berger
John Hasson

and doctoral levels.

School for the Arts: Music, Theatre, Visual Arts Norman Dello
Joio,
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215
•
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Dean

empire brass quintet
in residence

Charles A. Lewis, Jr., trumpet
Rolf Smedvig, trumpet
'David Ohanian, French horn
'

'Norman
Samuel

Bolter,

Pilafian,

trombone
tuba

5

V9
Showplace of the

Derkshires
Mbb>

Tyringham Galleries
Gardens

Santarella Sculpture

Gingerbread House

Tyringham, Mass,

•

For A Perfect Day
TYRINGHAM BEFORE THE CONCERT
.

VISIT

.

.

ANTIQUES
In

The

Sickle

Shed

CONTEMPORARY

ARTISTS

ETCHINGS • LITHOGRAPHS
Fine framed graphics by modern American and European masters including
DALI • MIRO • PICASSO • VASARELY • CHAGALL • FRIEDLAENDER
JANSEM

•

FINI

•

CALDER

•

MANY OTHERS

Gallery Hours: 10-5 weekdays, and 10-6 Weekends. AJso By Appointment Phone 243-3260.
Take Tynngham Road off Route 102 in Lee near juction of Mass Pike and Route 20 Look for
sign at crossroads. Only 4 miles south of junction. Admission 25c — Children under 12 free.
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Bass Clarinet

Violas

Burton Fine
Charles S.

BOSTON

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
SE1J1

OZAWA

Music Director

BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

*

;

*

*

Assistant Concertmaster

*

Helen Horner Mclntyre chair

*

Max Hobart

*

Rolland Tapley

*

Roger Shermont
Max Winder
Harry Dickson

*
*
*

Cecylia Arzewski

*

Amnon Levy
Bo Youp Hwang

*

Fahnestock chair

Vyacheslav Uritsky
Michel Sasson
Ronald Knudsen
Leonard Moss
Laszlo
*
*
*

Nagy

Michael Vitale
Darlene Gray
Ronald Wilkison

Harvey Seigel
* Jerome Rosen
* Sheila Fiekowsky

Taft chair

Hedberg

Contra Bassoon
Richard Plaster

Cellos
Jules Eskin

Charles Yancich
Peter Gordon

Martin Hoherman
Mischa Nieland
Jerome Patterson
Robert Ripley
Luis Leguia
Carol Procter
Ronald Feldman
Joel Moerschel
Jonathan Miller
Martha Babcock

Horns
Charles Kavalovski

David Ohanian
Richard Mackey
Ralph Pottle

Trumpets

Armando

Ghitalla

Roger Louis Voisin chair

Andre Come
Rolf Smedvig
Gerard Goguen

Basses

Ronald Barron

Edwin Barker

Norman

Will

Rhein

Joseph Hearne
Bela Wurtzler

*
*

Bolter

Gordon Hallberg
Tuba
Chester Schmitz

Martin
John Salkowski
John Barwicki
Robert Olson
Lawrence Wolfe
Leslie

Timpani
Everett Firth
Sylvia Shippen Wells chair

Flutes

Doriot Anthony

Second Violins
Marylou Speaker

Edward A.

Joseph Pietropaolo
Michael Zaretsky
Marc Jeanneret
Betty Benthin

Harold D. Hodgkinson chair

Fredy Ostrovsky
Leo Panasevich
Sheldon Rotenberg
Alfred Schneider
Gerald Gelbloom

Raymond Sird
Ikuko Mizuno

Roland Small
Matthew Ruggiero

Sherman Walt

Trombones

Gottfried Wilfinger

*

Robert Barnes
Jerome Lipson
Bernard Kadinoff
Vincent Mauricci

Phillip R. Allen chair

Concertmaster
Charles Munch chair

Emanuel Borok

Bassoons

Helen Sagoff Slosberg chair

1977/78
First Violins
Joseph Silverste n

Felix Viscuglia
chair

Reuben Green
Eugene Lehner

Earl

*

Dana

Dwyer

Walter Piston chair

James Pappoutsakis
Paul Fried

Percussion
Charles Smith

Arthur Press
Assistant Timpani

Thomas Gauger
Frank Epstein

Piccolo
Lois Schaefer

Harps
Bernard Zighera

Ann Hobson

Oboes
Ralph Gomberg
Mildred B. Rem is chair

Wayne Rapier
Alfred Genovese

Personnel Managers
William Moyer
Harry Shapiro

*

English Horn
Laurence Thorstenberg

Librarians

Clarinets

James Harper
William Shisler

Participating in a system of rotated

Harold Wright
Ann 5. M. Banks chair
Pasquale Cardillo

seating within each string section.

Peter Hadcock £

Gerald Elias
*Ronan Lefkowitz
* Emanuel Boder

Victor Alpert

*

*
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flat clarinet

Stage Manager
Alfred Robison

Berkshire Music Center Orchestra

Violins

Basses

Trumpets

Alexander Boder
Craig Burket
Kathleen Butler

Drew Campbell

Dennis Alves
Grant Cooper

Elizabeth Field
Katie Fletcher

Dean C. Franke
Kyung-Soon Hahn
Waldo Hunter
Peter Jaffe

Catherine Garrett
David Murray
Brian Robinson
Timothy Shaffer
David Stallsmith

Ann Ourada
Christiane Pors

Sarah Reed
Mayumi Shimizu
Alex Shum

Smedvig
David Stewart
Kathryn Stewart
Fudeko Takahashi
Yutaka\Tanaka
Joan Yamuchi

Randolph

Bowman

Elizabeth

Brown

Robert Bush
Gail Gillespie

Clark Driftmier
William Bennett
Richard Dallessio
Pamela Hakl
Linda Strommen

Clarinets

Ralph Fielding
Lynn Johnson
Jan Karlin

Albert Rice

Ah-Ling Neu
Marie Peebles
Cathryn Robbins
Julie Westgate

Lila

Ainsworth

Laura Blustein

Phoebe Carrai
Robert Cohen
Eric Edberg
Virginia Kron
Lichten
Michael Pebbles
Laura Sewell
Wyatt Sutherland
Kohji Yanagida

Julia

Jeffrey Fischer
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Thursday, 24 August at 8:30

ROBERT TEAR, tenor
JOHN SHIRLEY-QUIRK,
MARTIN ISEPP, piano
SCHUBERT

baritone

Schwanengesang, D. 957
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Friihlingssehnsucht
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In der
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Der Atlas
Ihr Bild
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SYMPHONY EVER SOUNDED BETTER UNDER HIS BATON."

"THIS

—HAROLD SCHONBERG, The New York Times,
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THURSDAYS AT

8

4.
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Soprano to be announced;

SEIJI

Tatiana Troyanos, mezzo-soprano;
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April 19,
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Maurice Andre, trumpet
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TARTINI Trumpet

in

f

DECEMBER 13/14
COLIN DAVIS, conductor
Jessye Norman, soprano
John Shirley-Quirk, baritone
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K.

338

J

MAHLER Des Knaben Wunderhorn
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JANUARY 24/25
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OZAWA, conductor

Joseph

k

Silverstein, violin

Pinchas Zukerman, viola
WEBER 'Ruler of Spirits' Overture
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Sinfonia Concertante in

BERLIOZ Harold

E flat

in Italy
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NOTES
Franz Schubert
Last year
death;

now

we commemorated

the 150th anniversary of Beethoven's

the turn of Franz Schubert,

it is

who

November
The Beethoven years
celebrate a composer whose
died on 19

1828, twelve weeks before his thirty-second birthday.
of 1970 and 1977

work already

showed how

difficult

it is

saturates our musical system.

to

A

good three-quarters of
the active repertory; what, however, would we say

Beethoven's music is in
An eighth? Less? The Unfinished Symphony, the Trout
Quintet, some of the Impromptus and Moments Musicaux, songs like Gretchen
am Spinnrade and Der Erlkonig, the Ave Maria and Die Forelle, An die Musik and
the most famous of the Serenades, are insistently with us; some of the
other orchestral and chamber music has a growing audience, as have the
great song cycles, while more and more pianists find the courage to play
for Schubert?

how vague we are apt to be about the early chamber
music and the music for piano duet (unless we play it ourselves), and how
many hundreds literally of unfamiliar songs that leaves. And what, even
on the most trivial level, do most of us know about Schubert's "social"
choral works, his sacred music, his operas?
Of Schubert himself we have a vivid image short (five feet exactly) and
the sonatas. But

—

—

—

a bit

on the pudgy

side, a

brown hair, gold-rimmed
even when he went to bed; consuming

potato nose, curly

spectacles that he didn't take off
whatever wine or coffee and cigars he could afford or charge; the center of

who looked after him, provided him with places
him on hiking -tours (how much "walking" we find in his
music), and with whom he played cards and charades; an unassuming little
man whose Viennese accent was as dense as the Knodel in his soup, and
who somehow, blithely, without laborious sketching or erasing, composed
masterpieces on tablecloths and the backs of menus.
Much of that is true (including the story about his glasses, to which his
friends Anselm Hiittenbrenner and Josef von Spaun attest). He could compose

a circle of adoring friends
to live, joined

at incredible

Antonio

speed

Salieri,

— we know quite a lot about

that because his teacher,

got him in the habit of dating his manuscripts

— and his

from "Schakespear's" Cymheline is merely the
most famous of the songs written in a sudden seizure of inspiration, among
friends, at a cafe-table, on the reverse of a menu. But his friends
their
rich and moving testimony is collected in a beautiful book, Schubert: Memoirs
also noticed that when he sat at the
by his Friends, edited by O.E. Deutsch
piano to accompany the great Michael Vogl or when he himself sang one of
his songs in his own composer's falsetto, something transformed him
beyond their recognition. He could compose music which frightened and
dismayed them, the death-possessed songs of the Winter Journey cycle, for
example, which they rejected even though he insisted he liked it best of
anything he had done. "My productions came about through my
understanding of music and through my pain," he had written in his diary
on 27 March 1824, "and those that pain alone produces seem least to please
the world." He had warned them these songs would make them shudder,
and the friends' rejection was a form of understanding and of love, because
setting of Hark, hark the lark

—

—
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songs they were rejecting his knowledge of death, his
death, then just months away.
in rejecting the

r

k

own

"At last I can pour out my whole heart to someone again," the
twenty-seven-year old composer wrote to his friend, the painter Leopold
Kupelwieser: "You are so good and faithful, you are sure to forgive me
things that others would only take very much amiss. To be brief, I feel
myself to be the most unhappy, the most wretched man in the world.
Picture to yourself a man whose health will never be right again and who,
out of sheer despair over that, does everything to make matters constantly

worse instead of better. Picture to yourself, I say, a man whose brightest
hopes have come to nothing, to whom love and friendship at best offer
nothing but pain, someone whose response (creative response at least) to
all that is beautiful threatens to vanish, and ask yourself if this is not a
wretched, unhappy man. 'My peace is gone, my heart is heavy; never, but
never, shall I again find peace.' That could be my daily song now, for each
night when I go to sleep I hope never to wake again, and each morning
brings back to

me

yesterday's grief."

His self-awareness comprised a keen sense of his own worth and of his
goals and possibilities. In his teens, he subscribed to the conventional view
of Beethoven as accountable for the current taste for eccentric music.

Before long, he came to perceive Beethoven, his senior by twenty-six years,

same letter to
Kupelwieser he reports that he has just finished two quartets and an octet,
that he is about to begin another quartet and thus "pave the way toward a
big symphony," by which he meant a symphony in the manner and on the

as the very ideal of

all

a

composer might

be. In that

one of Beethoven's. His last musical wish, fulfilled five days before
was to hear Beethoven's Quartet in C sharp minor, Opus 131.
("The King of Harmony had sent the King of Song a friendly bidding to
the crossing," said Karl Holz, one of the violinists at that gathering.) And
we know now that the imposing series of works in which Schubert steps
forward with growing confidence to present himself as Beethoven's heir
from the Octet, the A minor and Death and the Maiden quartets, and the
Grand Duo for piano, all of 1824, to the Cello Quintet and the piano
sonatas of the last year
was not written without sketches and erasures,
without intense concentration and Sitzfleisch.
scale of

his death,

—

—

We have, furthermore, the wrong idea if we imagine this work as going
unnoticed and Schubert himself as hopelessly neglected except within the
circle of his friends. True, his fame was local, and the E flat Piano Trio was
the only work of his to be published abroad in his lifetime. But in fact
an eighth of his music was in print when he died, not bad
no connections, without an important career as
a performer, and lacking all talent for self-promotion. Vienna, moreover,
was a considerable musical center, and it meant something to be known
there. On 7 March 1821, Michael Vogl, a star of the Court Opera, sang Der
Erlkonig at an important charity concert, and that was the end of Schubert's
obscurity in the capital. (A month earlier, when announcement was made

something

like

for a prolific musician with

at a musical soiree that

were bought then and

Der Erlkonig was available in print, a hundred copies

there.)

Schubert never attained the success in the theater for which he so
ardently longed, neither did he ever hear a professional performance of one
24
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of his symphonies, but for the rest, his music

was sung and

played,

admired, and talked about. Only in the last of his life did he arrange a
concert entirely of his own works
the E flat Trio was on the program
did
so, the house was filled to bursting, the applause was
but when he

—

tumultuous, and plans were

One

—

once made for a repeat.

at

—

on the program the date was 26 March, the
Beethoven's
anniversary of
death
was Auf dem Slrome, the song with horn
obbligato that Schubert had just written for the hornist Josef Rudolf Lewy.
The poem is by Ludwig Rellstab, a Berliner, a critic and the son of a critic,
and two years younger than Schubert. Visiting Vienna in 1825, he had
given some of his poems to Beethoven. Thirty years later, Beethoven's
amanuensis, Anton Schindler, claimed that he had passed the poems to
Schubert after Beethoven's death and that only two days later Schubert
had come back to him with completed settings of Liebesbotschaft Kriegers
Ahnung, and Aufenthalt. Still later
in 1861
Rellstab came up with a better
story, that Beethoven himself had asked Schubert to set the poems. That is
sheer rodomontade. As for Schindler, he was inventive, and we know that
in the interest of his own glory he^resorted to forgery but it does not follow
that every single thing he said was untrue. This story of his is believable,
though it is also not at all unlikely that Schubert got to know Rellstab's
of the pieces

—

,

—

—

poems upon their publication in 1827. What is
Schubert became for a time much absorbed by
1827 and 1828 he
Strome, Lebensmut,

set ten of his

and

poems, the seven

certain

that in 1827

is

Rellstab's

work and

that in

in Schwanengesang, plus

Auf dem

Herbst.

The eighth through thirteenth songs

of Schwanengesang are

Schubert's exact contemporary, Henrich Heine. Here

is

on poems by

Richard Capell in

"Heine was different. He was clever.
have not thought of any other Schubertian poet as that. Germans
frequently become ruffled by the foreigner's overrating of Heine. It is no
that of the self -critical
good; we cannot resist his special spice
sentimentalist. He came, of course, of an old race.* His forms were those of
the simple Miiller [author of Die schbne Mulkrin and Winterreise], which he
perfected. But the liquor which he distilled into them had a new taste,
being delicately flavoured with the least drop of wormwood. Heine was, in
[He] gave Schubert what so many of his
fact, intensely civilized.
rhymesters had failed him in
a precisely indicated scene and sentiment,
and the essence, not the froth, of poetic contemplation. Schubert's response
affords the final wonder of his life. Not that Heine struck him as
amusing; he evidently struck him by the intensity of the feeling and
his invaluable guide, Schubert's Songs:

We

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

experience in those artless-seeming, artful

lines.

Schubert's imagination

on the hints of scenery; his sympathy overflowed at the other's
confession of pain. He was with it all richly appreciative of the poet's
concentration, which came as a challenge to him. the exuberant, a challenge
that he rose to arid encountered superbly."
seized

Schubert imagined the six Heine songs as a cycle, intending to dedicate
each song to a different friend. He failed in his attempt in October 1828 to
interest the Leipzig publisher Probst in these pieces as well as in the last

*Antisemitism plays

its

part

in

foreigner's overrating of Heine."

the

German tendency

— M.S.
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to

"become

ruffled by the

m,

three piano sonatas and the C major Cello Quintet. On 17 December 1828,
exactly four weeks after the composer's death, Schubert's brother
Ferdinand sold the Heine songs, seven Rellstab settings, and the three

sonatas to the Viennese publisher Tobias Haslinger for 500 florins, which,
translated into 1978 terms, comes to something like $6,000.
Schubert's autograph fair copy, now in the Morgan Library in New York,
assembles the seven Rellstab and six Heine songs in their present order.

Giving it all the name of Swan Song was, however, Haslinger's catchy idea,*
and so was adding Die Taubenpost, a maneuver that enabled him to allay his
and his potential customers' triskaidekaphobia. In any event, Schwanengesang
is not a unified cycle like Die schone Miillerin and Winterreise; rather it is a pair
of song-books yoked together, plus one encore. Haslinger's edition, a
notably careful and clean job of publishing, came out at Easter 1829.

The brook

that carries the lover's message in Liebesbotschaft

is,

as Capell

many Schubert evokes for us. Schubert had
started to compose the poem in quite a different manner when he changed
his mind and found his way into this gently rippling song. Kriegers Ahnung is
a compressed version, for home use, as it were, of an operatic scena in
points out, the last of the

highly contrasted sections (Der Wanderer of 1816 and Der Tod und das Madchen

most famous essays in the genre).
charm enhanced by hints of melancholy.

of 1817 are Schubert's

light-weight,
Stdndchen

is

its

so familiar

— and in so many vile arrangements — that one can

how wonderful

almost forget
original in the

way

Friihlingssehnsucht is

song

a

it is

in its erotic ardor,

the piano supports the serenader's plea.

nightingales and moonlight

it is

a long

way

to the

and

how

From

angry despair, the
is an adroit Goethe

inhospitable landscape of Aufenthalt. Rellstab's In der Feme
imitation about which Capell

is

right in saying that

it

"means

little

or

nothing." It did, however, give Schubert ideas, and the turn from minor to
major at the sauselden Lufte, the murmuring breezes, is beguiling. Abschied, so

amiably and easily inventive in

its

refusal of melancholy,

is

the last of

Schubert's songs on horseback.

new world. Here is
weary
and tender echo of
a
heartbreak. Das Fischermddchen is a charmer, though reading Heine's poem
apart from the music one gets a hint of something ironic, a sense of false
Der Atlas hurls singer, pianist, and listener into a

merciless articulation of tragic vision. Ihr Bild

is

bottom, that Schubert passes by.
If there is a break between the Rellstab and the Heine songs in
Schwanengesang, so do the Heine settings themselves divide into two. Now,
with Die Stadt, we enter a world of feeling and a completeness of musical
accomplishment for which nothing in Schwanengesang so far has prepared us.
Here begins a sequence of three of Schubert's most awesomely great songs.

The towered

disturbed by gusts of wind, stands before us in the misty
and these wondrously spare verses are projected in a language
that hovers between song and recitative. The strange chord that shudders
across seventeen of the forty measures of Die Stadt also begins Vim Meer, but it
leads this time to one of those melodies in major with which Schubert can break
city,

twilight,

*There

song of Schubert's called Schwanengesang, a grave and lovely
composed 1822, of a poem by his classmate Johann Michael Senn, and
published by Sauer and Leidesdorf of Vienna in 1823. Also, Mozart's Symphony No. 39
in E flat was popularly known as The Swan Song.
is

also a separate

setting,
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more surely than with the darkest minor mode. Then,
Der Doppelganger. What the piano plays is as rigorous and steady as the
declamation above it is — or seems — free. Here is the greatest, the most
original chaconne after Bach (and Brahms would not mind taking second
place behind this song). The four repeated bars — reverberating, as Capell
the heart

says, "with a hint of Dies Irae"

— undergo subtle modifications of line and

chord; sometimes they are stretched as though in tragic and mocking echo
words (wohnte mein Schatz
.); and when the
auf dem selben Platz

of the

.

.

.

.

.

own pale and cruel replica (Du Doppelganger
.),
broken to make way for an anguished ascent of enigmatic,
shrieking harmonies.
After that, the built-in encore. Johann Gabriel Seidl was still in his early
twenties when Schubert began to set his verses to music, as he did on a
dozen occasions from 1826 on. He was a schoolteacher, a numismatist, later
an Imperial Censor, and the husband of one of Schubert's nieces.
Die Taubenpost makes an enchanting song
and how beautifully voiced the
and either it or the equally blithe Hirt auf dem Felsen is
piano part is
singer has recognized his

the sequence

.

.

is

—

—

Schubert's

last.

— Michael
The English prose synopses
and

In der

for

all

the Schwanengesang songs save Friihlingssehnsucht

Feme are taken from Richard Capell's book,

Schubert's Songs.

Schwanengesang

Swan Song

Liebesbotschaft

Tidings of Love

Rauschendes Bachlein, so silbern und

down the valley, little brook!
are a living link between me and her.
Freshen her flowers. And ah! if she is by the
Hurry, tumble

hell,

You

zur Geliebten so munter und schnell?
Ach, trautes Bachlein, mein Bote sei du;
Bringe die Griisse des Fernen ihr zu.
Eilst

bank,

Blumen im Garten gepflegt,
so lieblich am Busen tragt,
Und ihre Rosen in purpurner Glut,
Bachlein, erquicke mit kuhlender Flut.

All ihre

Die

sie

Wenn

sie

am

Ufer, in

Traume

versenkt,

Meiner gedenkend, das Kopfchen hangt,
Troste die Siisse mit freundlichem Blick,
Denn der Geliebte kehrt bald zuriick.
Neigt sich die Sonne mit rotlichem Schein,
Wiege das Liebchen in Schlummer ein.

Rausche

murmelnd in siisse Ruh,
Traume der Liebe zu.

sie

Fliistre ihr

Steinberg
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murmur my messages

as

you

pass.

H
Kriegers

Warrior's Foreboding

Ahnung
Ruh liegt um mich her

Der Waffenbriider Kreis;
Mir ist das Herz so bang, so schwer,

of battle, and all the men asleep!
all but me. I shall sleep soon enough, but
heart is thudding, my brain
not tonight.

Von Sehnsucht mir so

seems on

In tiefer

The very eve

—

My

but not as once I
with mine
locked in love. This is unendurable. I must try
to bear up. But what sleep will be mine?
Goodbye, life, love, white arms, goodbye!

heiss.

slept,

Wie hab

ich oft so siiss

getraumt

An ihrem Busen warm!
Wie freundlich schien des Herdes Glut,
Lag sie in meinem Arm.
Hier,

wo

der

Flammen

I

shall sleep,

locking love in

my arms

diistrer Schein

Ach! nur auf Waffen spielt,
Hier fuhlt die Brust sich ganz

Der Wehmut Trane

fire.

allein.

quillt.

Herz, dass der Trost dich nicht verlasst,
Es ruft noch manche Schlacht.
Bald ruh ich wohl und schlafe fest,
gute Nacht!
Herzliebste

—

Fruhlingssehnsucht

Longing for Spring

Sauselnde Liifte wehend so mild,
Blumiger Diifte atmend erfiillt!
Wie haucht ihr mich wonnig begriissend an!
Wie habt ihr dem pochenden Herzen getan?
Es mochte euch folgen auf luftiger Bahn,

Gentle breezes, running brooks, how you
touch my heart. Why do my eyes now fill
with tears? All things in nature have found
what they have lacked. But only you can still
my desire and free the springtime in my

Wohin? Wohin?

breast.

munter rauschend zumal,
Wollen hinunter silbern ins Tal.
Die schwebende Welle, dort eilt sie dahin!
Bachlein, so

und Himmel
du mich, sehnend

Tief spiegeln sich Fluren

Was

ziehst

darin.

verlangender Sinn,
Hinab? Hinab?
Griissender Sonne spielendes Gold,
Hoffende Wonne bringest du hold,
Wie labt mich dein selig begriissendes Bild!
Es lachelt am tiefblauen Himmel so mild
Und hat mir das Auge mit Tranen gefiillt,

Warum? Warum?
Griinend umkranzet Walder und Hoh.

Schimmernd erglanzet
So dranget sich

alles

Bliitenschnee.
brautlichen Licht;

zum

Knospe bricht;
haben gefunden, was ihnen gebricht:
Und du? Und du?
Es schwellen die Keime, die
Sie

Rastloses Sehnen! Wiinschendes Herz,

Immer nur Tranen, Klage und Schmerz?
Auch ich bin mir schwellender Triebe
bewusst!

Wer stillet mir endlich die drangende Lust?
Nur du befreist den Lenz in der Brust,
Nur du! Nur du!
28
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Standchen

Serenade

meine Lieder
Durch die Nacht zu dir;
In den stillen Hain hernieder,

Listen, you have only to listen. My voice and
the unsleeping leaves and that beseeching
nightingale
every sound to-night quivers
with desire. You cannot but listen, you cannot but come
come, and give me love.

Leise flehen

Liebchen,

komm

—

zu mir!

—

Fliisternd schlanke Wipfel rauschen
In des

Mondes

Des Verraters

Licht,

feindlich

Lauschen

Fiirchte, Holde, nicht.

Horst die Nachtigallen schlagen?
Ach! sie flehen dich,
Mit der Tone siissen Klagen
Flehen sie fur mich.
Sie verstehn des

Busens Sehnen,

Kennen Liebesschmerz,
Riihren mit den Silbertonen
Jedes weiche Herz.
Lass auch dir die Brust bewegen,
Liebchen, hore mich,
Bebend harr ich dir entgegen!
Komm, beglucke mich!

Aufenthalt

Resting Place

Rauschender Strom, brausender Wald,
Starrender Fels mein Aufenthalt.
Wie sich die Welle an Welle reiht,
Fliessen die Tranen mir ewig erneut.

Howl, wind. Roar, river. Wilderness, my
wilderness, your fury of rain matches my
tears. As your woods creak and the strong
branch is rent, so is my heart breaking. Roar,
river! Break, heart!

den Kronen wogend sich's regt,
So unaufhorlich mein Herze schlagt,
Und wie des Felsen uraltes Erz,
Ewig derselbe bleibet mein Schmerz.

Hoch

in

Beautiful classic women's fashions. The Talbots at 46 Walker Street, Lenox.
Write or call us at 637-2141 for a free catalog.

%

Also in Hingham, Duxbury, Acton, So. Hamilton, Osterville, Mass.
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Avon and Hamden, Conn.
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In der

Feme

Wehe, den Fliehenden,
Welt hinaus ziehenden!

—

Far

Away

No

blessing follows those

homeland

in

who

bitterness; theirs

leave their
is

a

lot

of

yearning and tears. A greeting to her from
the one whose heart she broke and who now
sets out to wander far away.

Fremde durchmessenden,
Heimat vergessenden,
Mutterhaus hassenden,
Freunde verlassenden
Folget kein Segen, ach!
Auf ihren Wegen nach!

Herze, das sehnende,
Auge, das tranende,
Sehnsucht, nie endende,

Heimwarts

sich

wendende!

Busen, der wallende,
Klage, verhallende,

Abendstern, blinkender,
Hoffnungslos sinkender!
Lufte, ihr sauselnden,
Wellen, sanft kr:.uselnden,

Sonnenstrahl, eilender,
Nirgend verweilender:
Die mir mit Schmerze, ach!
Dies treue Herze brach,
Griisst von dem Fliehenden,
Welt hinaus ziehenden.

Abschied

Farewell

Ade! du muntre, du frohliche Stadt, ade!
Schon scharret mein Rosslein mit
lustigem Fuss;

Goodbye, friendly town, friendly folk! You
never saw me glum and you won't now. How

Jetzt

nimm noch den

letzten,

jolly

den

scheidenden Gruss.
hast mich wohl niemals noch
traurig gesehn,

Du

So kann es auch jetzt nicht beim
Abschied geschehn.
Ade, ihr Baume, ihr Garten so griin, ade!

Nun

reit ich

am

silbernen Strome entlang,

Weit sehallend ertonet mein
Abschiedsgesang;
Nie habt ihr ein trauriges Lied gehort,
So wird euch auch keines beim
Scheiden beschert.
Ade, liebe Sonne so gehst du zur Ruh, ade!
Nun schimmert der blinkenden Sterne Gold.
Wie bin ich euch Sternlein am Himmel
so hold;

Durchziehn wir
Ihr gebt uberall

Welt auch weit und
uns das treue Geleit.

die

breit,

Ade, ihr freundlichen Magdlein dort, ade!
Was schaut ihr aus blumenumduftetem Haus
Mit schelmischen, lockenden Blicken heraus?
Wie sonst, so gruss ich und schaue mich um,

Doch nimmer wend

ich

it

was

to be here,

how jolly, too, to be off

and away! The girls blow kisses. Goodbye!
There is one window that it's hard to say
goodbye to. How jolly it was here! Still, how
jolly to be going! Goodbye!

mein Rosslein um.
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Ade! du schimmerndes Fensterlein hell, ade!
Du glanzest so traulich mit dammerndem
Schein,

Und

ladest so freundlich ins Hiittchen

uns

ein.

Voriiber, ach, ritt ich so manches Mai,
Und war es denn heute zum letzten Mai.

Ade, ihr Sterne, verhullet euch grau! Ade!

Des Fensterleins trtibes,
verschimmernde Licht
Ersetzt ihr unzahligen Sterne uns nicht;
Darf ich hier nicht weilen, muss hier vorbei,
Was hilft es, folgt ihr mir noch so treu!

— Rellstab

Der Atlas

Atlas

Ich ungliickselger Atlas! Eine Welt,

Atlas I, the damned. My burden, the world
and the world's woe, a burden not to be
borne; and my heart is breaking. Heart! thy
proud will it was to scorn all between heaven
and hell; and fate said hell.

Die ganze Welt der Schmerzen muss ich
tragen.
Ich trage Unertragliches,

Will mir das

Du
Du

Herz im

und brechen

Leibe.

stolzes Herz, du hast es ja gewollt!
wolltest gliicklich sein, unendlich

gliicklich,

Oder unendlich elend, stolzes Herz,
Und jetzo bist du elend!

Her Picture

Ihr Bild
Ich stand in

Und
Und

dunkeln Traumen

Her

lips to smile,

das geliebte Antlitz

with tears.

My

to stir as

I

hard, to believe the unbelievable, that she,

she
ihre Lippen zog sich

Ein Lacheln wunderbar.

Und wie von Wehmutstranen
Erglanzte ihr Augenpaar.

Auch meine Tranen

seemed

her eyes to gleam
tears came too. Ah, this is

peered, her

Heimlich zu leben begann.

Um

face in the portrait

starrt' ihr Bildnis an,

flossen

Mir von den Wangen herab.
Und ach! ich kann es nicht glauben,
Dass ich dich verloren hab!
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is

lost to

me.

Das Fischermadchen

The Fishermaiden

Du schones Fischermadchen,
Treibe den Kahn ans Land;
Komm zu mir und setze dich nieder,

so bold, out there in your boat in
weathers! If the sea cannot frighten you,
why should you fear love, mermaid? My heart
is like the sea. It can rage, it can soothe; and in
its depths there are pearls.

Wir kosen Hand

in

Come, you

all

Hand.

Leg an mein Herz dein Kopfchen
Und fiirchte dich nicht zu sehr;
Vertraust du dich doch sorglos
Taglich dem wilden Meer!

Mein Herz gleicht ganz dem Meere,
Hat Sturm und Ebb und Flut,
Und manche schone Perle
In seiner Tiefe ruht.

Die Stadt

The City

Am

The mist is rising and veils the city. The
breeze that wrinkles the water is chill, and
the oars beat a mournful rhythm. Ah, that

fernen Horizonte

Erscheint, wie ein Nebelbild,

Die Stadt mit ihren Tiirmen,
In

Abenddammrung

last

gehiillt.

gleam of day!

the place
Ein feuchter

where

I

It

shows up

lost love

a place

and

I

know,

all.

Windzug krauselt

Die graue Wasserbahn;
Mit traurigem Takte rudert

Der

Schiffer in

meinem Kahn.

Die Sonne hebt sich noch einmal

Leuchtend

Und

zeigt

vom Boden empor,
mir jene

Stelle,

Wo

ich das Liebste verlor.

Am

Meer

By the Sea

Das Meer erglanzte weit hinaus
Im letzten Abendscheine;
Wir sassen am einsamen Fischerhaus,
Wir sassen stumm und alleine.
Der Nebel
Die

Mowe

stieg,

The

das Wasser schwoll,
und wieder;

Aus deinen Augen, liebevoll,
Tranen nieder.

Hand

bin aufs Knie gesunken;

hab von deiner weissen
Die Tranen fortgetrunken.
Ich

last

hues of the sunset.
It

grew misty, the

and gulls flew to and fro. I saw
that she was quietly weeping. Those tears! I
fell on my knees and kissed them away from
her hand and where they had fallen. Those
tears! My lips still burn with them, they have
set fire to my blood. Body and soul are wasted
by the fatal drink.

Fielen die

Und

on the

stared and said nothing.
tide crept in,

flog hin

Ich sah sie fallen auf deine

sea took

We two, sitting there by the fisherman's hut,

Hand

Seit jener Stunde verzehrt sich mein Leib,
Die Seele stirbt vor Sehnen;
Mich hat das ungluckselge Weib
Vergiftet mit ihren Tranen.
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Der Doppelganger

The Phantom Double

Nacht, es ruhen die Gassen,
diesem Hause wohnte mein Schatz;
Sie hat schon langst die Stadt verlassen,
Doch steht noch das Haus auf
demselben Platz.

This must be what they call the dead of night.
Heart, do you remember that empty house?
Do you remember who used to live there?
Ha! somebody here! A man, wringing his
hands. Horrible! It is myself. lean see my own
face now that the moon comes out. Hi! Signor
Ghost! What is the meaning of it? What are
you doing, mocking the torments I went
through here all those years ago?

Still ist die

In

Da

steht auch ein

die

Und

Mensch und

starrt in

Hohe,
ringt die

Hande vor

Schmerzensgewalt;

Mir graust es, wenn ich sein Antlitz sehe
Der Mond zeigt mir meine eigne Gestalt.

Du

Doppelganger, du bleicher Geselle!
affst du nach mein Liebesleid,
Das mich gequalt auf dieser Stelle
So manche Nacht, in alter Zeit?

Was

— Heine

Die

The Pigeon -post
The faithfullest of carrier-pigeons
wings its way without tiring to

Ich sende sie viel

house, to a certain person, with messages by
the thousand; and day and night are all the
same. And my messenger's name? Lovelonging?

Die Taubenpost

hab eine Brieftaub in meinem Sold,
ist gar ergeben und treu,
Sie nimmt mir nie das Ziel zu kurz,
Und fliegt auch nie vorbei.
Ich

Auf Kundschaft

tausendmal
taglich hinaus,

Vorbei an manchem lieben Ort,
Bis zu der Liebsten Haus.

Dort schaut sie zum Fenster heimlich hinein,
Belauscht ihren Blick und Schritt,
Gibt meine Griisse scherzend ab
Und nimmt die ihren mit.
Kein Briefchen brauch ich zu schreiben mehr,
Die Trane selbst geb ich ihr:

O

sie

Gar

vertragt sie sicher nicht,

eifrig dient sie mir.

Bei Tag, bei Nacht,

im Wachen, im Traum,

Ihr gilt das alles gleich,

Wenn
Dann
Sie

sie

nur wandern, wandern kann,

ist sie

iiberreich.

wird nicht mud,

Der Weg

ist

sie

wird nicht matt,

stets ihr neu;

Sie braucht nicht

Lockung, braucht

nicht Lohn,

Die Taub

ist

so mir treu.

Drum

heg ich sie auch so treu an der Brust,
Versichert des schonsten Gewinns;
Sie heisst

Kennt

— die

Sehnsucht!

ihr sie? Die Botin treuen Sinns.

— Seidl
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is

mine.

It

a certain
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Inc.

I,

I,

too, sing

America

Okay "Negroes"

too, sing

America.

Okay "Negroes"
American Negroes

am

the darker brother.
They send me to eat in the kitchen
I

When company
But

I

looking for milk
crying out loud
in the nursery of freedomland:
the rides are rough.
Tell me where you got that image
of a male white mammy.
God is vague and he don't take no sides.
You think clean fingernails crossed legs a
smile

comes,

laugh,

And eat well,
And grow strong.
Tomorrow,
I'll

sit at

the table

When company comes.
Nobobyll dare
Say to me,

shined shoes

"Eat in the kitchen,"
then.
Besides,
They'll see how beautiful
And be ashamed

—

I,

too,

am

around your neck
good manners
no more noise
you think who's gonna give you something?
a crucifix

I

am

Come

a little closer.

Where you from?

America.

— Langston

What

lips

— June Jordan

Hughes

my lips have kissed
my lips have kissed,

and where, and why,
lips
have lain
forgotten,
and
what
arms
have
I
Under my head till morning; but the rain
Is full of ghosts tonight, that tap and sigh
Upon the glass and listen for reply.

What

in my heart there stirs a quiet pain
For unremembered lads that not again
Will turn to me at midnight with a cry.

And

Thus in the winter stands the lonely tree,
Nor knows what birds have vanished one by one,
Yet knows its boughs more silent than before:
I cannot say what loves have come and gone,
I

only

A

that summer sang in me
while, that in me sings no more.

know

little

— Edna
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St.

Vincent Millay

—

A

To Julia de Burgos
The talk's around that

Julia de Burgos
Ya las gentes murmuran que yo so tu enemiga
porque dicen que en verso doy al mundo tu

world your

yo.

Mienten, Julia de Burgos. Mienten, Julia
de Burgos.
La que se alza en mis versos no es tu voz: es

They

it's

muneca de mentira

como

que todo

me

tu

mundo,

egoista;

yo no;

lo

yo de nadie, o de todos, porque

a todos, a

todos,

lie,

Julia

rises

my

from

my

lines

is

not your voice;

voice.

are the frosty doll of social deceit,
a virile flash of human truth.
You are the syrup of genteel hypocrisy; not me.
In every poem I strip my heart bare.
You are selfish, like your universe; not me.
I gamble it all to be exactly as I am.
You are that oh so lofty lady of consequence;
I am the life, the power, the woman.
You are the property of your spouse, your
boss; not me.
I'm no one's or everyone's, for to every single

and

I,

one

en mi limpio sentir y en mi pensar
te rizas el pelo

mi me

de Burgos. They

You

social,

juego a ser lo que say yo.
Tu eres solo la grave senora senorona; yo no;
yo soy la vida, la fuerza, la mujer.
Tu eres de tu marido, de tu amo; yo no;

Tu

give the

I.

For you are but drapery; the essence is I,
And between those two the deepest chasm

y yo, viril destello de la humana verdad.
Tu, miel de cortesanas hipocresias; yo no;
que en todos mis poemas desnudo el corazon.

me

Through my cleansed

senses, through my
thoughts I offer myself.
You curl your hair and paint your face; not me.
I get the wind to curl me, the sun to paint me.
Housebound lady, you are resigned, compliant,
Bound to the bigotries of men, not me.
For I am runaway Rosinante, unbridled,
Sniffing out horizons of God's retribution.

doy.

y te pintas; yo no;

mi me pinta el sol.
eres dama casera, resignada, sumisa,
atada a los prejuicios de los hombres; yo no;

a

Julia

ill
I

lies.

eres fria

eres

lie,

What

dos.

Tu

wish you

de Burgos.

mi voz;
porque tu eres ropaie y la escencia soy yo;
y el mas profundo abismo se tiende entre las

Tu

I

Because, they say, through verse

riza el viento; a

Tu

que yo soy Rocinante corriendo desbocado
olfatendo horizontes de justicia de Dios.

— Julia de

Music

I

Music

I

— translated by Jamie

Burgos

heard with you

heard with you was more than music,
I broke with you was more than bread;
Now that I am without you, all is desolate,
All that was once so beautiful is dead.
Your hands once touched this table and this silver,
And I have seen your fingers hold this glass.
These things do not remember you, beloved,
And yet your touch upon them will not pass.
For it was in my heart you moved among them,
And blessed them with your hands and with your eyes;
And in my heart they will remember always,
They knew you once, O beautiful and wise.

And bread

— Conrad
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Aiken

Bernstein

Israfel
In

Imbued with all the beauty
Which we worship in a star.
Therefore, thou art not wrong,

Heaven a spirit doth dwell
'Whose heart-strings are a lute/

None

sing so wildly well

As the angel

Israfeli, who despisest
An unimpassioned song;

Israfel,

And

the giddy stars (so legends tell),
Ceasing their hymns, attend the spell

Of

his voice,

all

To thee

the laurels belong,
Best bard, because the wisest!
Merrily live, and long!

mute.

Tottering above
In her highest noon,

The

ecstasies above
With thy burning measures

The enamoured moon

Thy

Which were

seven,)

Pauses in Heaven.
And they say (the starry choir
And the other listening things)
That Israfeli's fire

owing to that lyre
By which he sits and sings
The trembling living wire
Is

suit

grief,

—

—

—

7

Of those unusual strings.
But the skies that angel trod,
Where deep thoughts are a duty,
Where Love's a grown-up God,
Where the Houri glances are

— Edgar Allan
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MUSIC

I

—

thy joy, thy hate, thy love,
With the fervour of thy lute
Well may the stars be mute!
Yes, Heaven is thine; but this
Is a world of sweets and sours,
Our flowers are merely flowers,
And the shadow of thy perfect bliss
Is the sunshine of ours.
If I could dwell
W here Israfel
Hath dwelt, and he where I,
He might not sing so wildly well
A mortal melody,
While a bolder note than this might swell
From my lyre within the sky.

Blushes with love,
While, to listen, the red levin
(With the rapid Pleiads, even,

1977 by Jamie Bernstein.

HEARD WITH YOU

Conrad Aiken

Copyright 1919, 1947 by Conrad Aiken.
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NOTES
Hector Berlioz
Overture to Benvenuto

Cellini

Hector-Louis Berlioz was born at Cote -Saint -Andre, Department of here, France, on

11 December

1803 and

died in Paris on 8

March 1869. Benvenuto Cellini was

performed at the Paris Opera on 10 September 183
flutes (second

doubling

piccolo),

two oboes, two

8.

clarinets,

The Overture

is

first

scored for two

four bassoons, four horns, four

trumpets, and two cornets a piston, three trombones and ophicleide, timpani, bass drum,

cymbals, triangle, and strings.

The opera Benvenuto Cellini was the fulfillment of a special ambition of
Berlioz. To him a pronounced success at the Opera in Paris was a very vital

Much in need of the assurance of an official position with a fixed
income, he never received more than scant or grudging favor from the
matter.

Conservatoire, while at the Opera, where a reasonable recognition would

have solved his financial harassment once and for all, he invariably met
with veiled hostility or evasion. Tor this reason Berlioz had to go on
earning his living as a feuilletonist, violently disliking the routine which
kept him from his creative thoughts.

Forced to arrange his

own

concerts

if

his

music were to be heard, he

would engage battalions of players, and as often as not find himself
bankrupt when the affair was over. These were the reasons why such a
venture as Benvenuto Cellini was of extreme importance to him. The plans
and the completion of the score occupied three years of his life.
"The strange career of Benvenuto Cellini," he wrote in his memoirs,
"had made such an impression on me that I stupidly concluded that it would
be both dramatic and interesting to other people. I therefore asked Leon de
Wailly and Auguste Barbier to write me a libretto on it. must own that
even our friends thought it had not the elements essential to success, but it
I

now

pleased me, and even

I

cannot see that

it is

inferior to

many

others

that are played daily."

which was to be used by many for
operatic purposes in succeeding years. But neither its first audiences nor
the opinion of posterity has confirmed this effort of his librettists as
Berlioz had hit

upon

a subject

It concerns an imaginary love affair in the life of the
Renaissance goldsmith. Cellini, while occupied with his statue of Perseus,
falls in love with Teresa, the daughter of Balducci, treasurer to the Pope.
Teresa having been promised to another by her father, Cellini plots to
elope with her and attends the Roman Carnival in disguise as part of his
scheme. He stabs an opponent and is accused of murder, but the
completion of the wondrous statue results in his pardon.

successful.

Berlioz by his

own

account met with

a

persistent indifference from those

in charge of the Opera, which resulted in interminable rehearsals, a halting
production, and the failure of the opera. "Duponchel was then Director of
the Opera," writes Berlioz. "He looked upon me as a kind of lunatic whose
music could be nothing buf a tissue of- extravagances.
He went about
.

.

.

everywhere saying that he was getting up this opera not for the sake of
the music, which he knew must be absurd, but because of the book, which
43

he thought charming." Apparently Duponchel tried to make up the expense
of preparation by economy in the scenery, which was shabby and faded.
Habeneck, the conductor at the Opera, was, according to the composer,
quite incapable of understanding the music and openly resentful of his

none too

Within the ranks of the orchestra, some were
enthusiastic about the score, others hostile and obstructive.
"The Overture received exaggerated applause," according to Berlioz,
describing its first performance," and the rest was hissed with admirable
energy and unanimity."
tactful suggestions.

— John
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magical new production by the Berkshire Ballet* featuring
Australian Ballet principal Kelvin Coe and Boston Ballet's
Durine Alinova. Staged by Igor Youskevitch.
11-15. The Paul Taylor Dance Company returns,
an absence of 14 years. Direct from its City Center

July
after

season

in

New

York.

July 18-22. Rachel Lampert and Dancers* on a program

with the Jacob's Pillow Dancers and soloists to be announced.

The gaucho

Los Indianos* making
978- 979, shares a program with
the Jacob's Pillow Dancers and American Ballet Theatre stars
July 25-29.

its

premiere American tour

in

folk ballet
1

1

Martine Van Hamel and Clark Tippet.
August 1-5. A Jacob's Pillow favorite. The Murray Louis
Dance Company. Direct from its Broadway performances with
Rudolf Nureyev.
August 8-12. The Boston Ballet returns for its seventh
Jacob's Pillow season in an exciting program of repertory.
August 15-19. Danny Grossman Dance Company,* from
Toronto, appearing on a program with Charles Moore and
Dances and Drums of Africa.*
August 22-26. Back by resounding popular demand. Joyce
Cuoco and Youri Vamos from the Bavarian State Opera Ballet.
On a program with Margaret Beals, and the Jacob's Pillow

&P
#

Dancers.

What

a summer. Write to Jacob's Pillow today for a season

brochure. Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival,

Box

287, Lee, Mass.,

01238. Telephone 413-243-0745.

And make your

plans to spend this

summer with

us.

At The Pillow.

Mary we

have this summer?

Reservations and Information
(413)

July 4 -August 26

298-5576

STOCKBRIDGE. MASS. 01262

Norman Walker,
Programs subject
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to change.

Director

Macob's Pillow debut.

J

Nicolo Paganini

Opus

Violin Concerto No. 1 in D,

Nicolo Paganini was born in Genoa on
Nice.

The date

a careful

of composition of the

and scholarly man,

recollection of [Paganini's]

of

it

at La Scala,

oboes,

D

does not

27 October 1782 and
major Concerto

7

is

died on

27

it

in

1811." There

March 1816. The

May 1840

not known. His biographer

commit himself beyond having "an

having composed

Milan, on

6

is

in

Fetis,

indistinct

record of a performance

orchestra consists of two flutes, two

two clarinets, bassoon and contrabassoon, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones,

timpani, bass drum, cymbals, and strings.

Paganini wrote several concertos, carried the manuscript parts with him
on tour, and, hiring the local orchestra for each of his important concerts,
often relied on these compositions to

lift

him

to the highest point of public

The most useful in his numberless Italian appearances, and in
triumphal progress through Austria and Germany in 1829, seem to
have been the two posthumously published as No. 1 in D major and No. 2
excitement.
his

in

B minor (with the

final

rondo

in bell imitation

Paganini published none of his concertos.

He

— La

Campanella).

kept them strictly to

no other virtuoso played them the world
would perforce believe that Paganini and no one else could master their
himself, figuring perhaps that

if

(The Witches), the other
pyrotechnical variations with orchestral accompaniment, and the pieces
which he played, to the general amazement, on the G string only. When
approached by publishers, such as Troupenas in England, he put an
impossible price on his manuscripts. His reason for publishing the twentyfour capriccios for violin solo may have been to show all and sundry, on
paper, how next to impossible they were. Aside from these, all that he
published were twelve sonatas for violin and guitar and six string quartets
(also with guitar). It was in 1851, eleven years after his death, that two
concertos were published, the D major as No. 1, the B minor (La campanella,
or La Clochette) as No. 2. The key of what is now known as the D major
difficulties.

This applied also to

Le streghe

Concerto was announced by Paganini as in E flat, and the manuscript parts
handed out by him to orchestras were in that key. Violinists were amazed
to behold Paganini traverse with ease passages virtually impossible in E flat.
They did not guess that having carefully tuned his instrument outside, he
had raised the pitch of the strings a half tone and fingered his part in the
elementary key of D major.
Paganini was not above subterfuges of this sort. Nor was he above
making the most of current tastes for macabre imaginings and extravagant
sentiment. An aura of the supernatural clung to the strange, gaunt figure
as he appeared on the public platform, thin as a skeleton in dress clothes.
His sunken cheeks and sallow complexion (he was genuinely a sick man for
many years) accentuated his large nose and the blackness of his eyes. Long,
dark brown curling locks (the gray was absent) rested on his shoulders. He
could easily have been looked upon as ludicrous. But when he began to
play, the spell never failed. The bony fingers, flying up and down, the
resulting cascades of notes, the lavish double stops, the mercurial., springing

bow, the

left

hand

pizzicati,

were indeed something new

in

spectators were only too eager to believe that they were
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the world. Lay

more than

'

.

J

human — the

result of

some nefarious pact with the

devil himself. Paganini

was complaisant about such whispered stories so long as they helped the
box office. When they had gone far enough for comfort, he would publicly
deny them. He once actually published in the newspapers a letter from his
mother, to prove that his parentage was both human and Christian.
When Paganini played an adagio, tears flowed freely. It was said by some
experts that his cantabile was not so full and vibrant as that which certain
could command. But the magic was
Lafont, for example
rivals
indisputably there. It was imagined that some great passion must have been
the source. Paganini's love affairs were indeed numerous, ranging from
beggar maid to princess. But there is no sign that he found deep or lasting
happiness with any of his "companions," as his practical mother called
them. He never married. The alliance with the singer Bianchi, mother of
his beloved son Achille, was full of strife. But the questing, the imaginative
lover, was never disheartened. The Scena amorosa, a lover's dialogue between
the G and E strings, never failed to move all hearers.

—

—

D

major Concerto is said to have been inspired by the
acting of the Italian tragedian Demarini, who impersonated a hopeless
prisoner imploring God to end his life. It was at Milan that Paganini saw
Demarini, about 1815. This would help to date the Concerto.
Unfortunately the same source of inspiration has been applied by
Laphaleque to the Adagio of the Campanella Concerto.

The Adagio

of the

Paganini had several biographers, some of whom knew him, consulted
his countryman Conestabile, the Bohemian
him, and wrote at first hand
Schottky, the Parisian Fetis, also Schutz, Laphaleque, Harrys. Their subject

—

naturally welcomed this chance for publicity. He wrote to Schottky on
hearing that a book was in the making: "My honor is in your keeping. How
fortunate to find an avenger whose name alone suffices to crush the basest

calumnies!" These early monographs, tailored to the Paganini craze of their
time, are so laden with legend as to be more than a little discouraging to
the searcher after ascertainable fact. Let us repeat from

hundred legends — but two, concerning
a

sense encompassing the situation.

them — not

a

Paganini's birth and his death, as in

When

Paganini was an infant,

tale, an angel appeared to his mother and offered
her fulfillment of any single wish for her son. She answered at once, "I
should like him to become the greatest violinist the world has ever seen."
The other tale touches the time after his death when the poor body lay
interminably awaiting permission from the Church for burial in
consecrated ground. At night there were heard emerging from the bier the

according to a well-worn

"piteous and extraordinary tones" of a ghostly violin.

Rumors preceded him

When he delayed his first
had grown to such a fever heat that
immense audiences paying extravagant prices were a foregone conclusion.
When he went to Vienna, his only successful rival for the gaping attention
European tour

of the curiosity seekers

that city.

into

new

territory.

until 1829, anticipation

When

he

was

a giraffe at the Tiergarten, the first ever seen in

arrived in Paris, the tales about his iniquities had
and Paganini resorted to an old stratagem. He dictated
to Fetis an open letter of great length which was widely published. It
denied that he had stabbed in the back either his mistress or her lover, and
that he had been thrown into prison for eight years and there learned to

grown

first

into a threat,
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u

play the violin because he had nothing else to do.

was playing the phenomenal

He

denied that while he

with horns and tail
had been plainly seen "directing his arm and guiding his bow." Apparently
the only bloodthirsty accusation he did not bother to deny at the moment
was the he had fashioned his G string from the intestines of a murdered
Le streghe in

Vienna,

a devil

mistress.

How

find a just perspective in this tangle of

romancing?

It

would be too

simple to accept the word "charlatan" which was so freely tossed about
while he lived. His calibre as artist cannot be judged by his compositions,
except in so far as they were vehicles for Paganini the performer. And the
performer, necessarily known by hearsay, is not fairly to be judged by his

which reflected it, or the large
fortune which he gathered in Vienna, Berlin, Paris, London, and towns en
route. It would be wiser to consult the opinion of the foremost composers

public acclaim, or the rapturous "press"

of the day,

whose judgment we can depend upon, and those

critics

whose

sober authority we can trust. This judgment is uniform and eloquent. It
relegates charlatanism to a lesser strain in a complex character, compiled of
an extraordinary mixture of talerrtrand circumstance.

Meyerbeer,

who

actually followed

concert, also followed

him

to Berlin,

him about Italy, hearing concert after
where he wrote: "Where our powers

And he said to Castel-Blaze in
"Imagine the most astounding effects that can be produced from a
violin; dream of the most extravagant prodigies that can be performed with
the bow and with melody. Paganini knows how to surpass all your
imaginings with his realities." The German and Austrian composers were
of thought end, there Paganini begins."
Paris:

on hand to exult in the brilliance of his playing. Schumann, the
opponent of all falsity in music, wrote: "Paganini is the turning point
all

in the

history of virtuosity." Schubert, in Vienna, finding himself in the rare

some

condition of having

and

coins in his pocket, spent

them

to treat a friend

have heard an angel sing."
and labored in his behalf in
Leipzig. Rellstab, the cautious critic of Berlin, heard the Adagio of one of
the concertos and wrote: "I never knew that music contained such sounds.
He spoke, he wept, he sang, and yet compared with his Adagio all
virtuosity is as nothing." Friedrich Zelter, another leathery conservative,
went to a Berlin concert in a state of complete septicism, and returned to
report to Goethe: "The man is a true rarity; he is the violin itself. One
takes fright, one laughs, one is reduced to despair over the most hazardous
and charm and spirit are not lacking either."
tricks of technique
to a Paganini concert

said afterwards, "I

Friedrich Wieck could not say

enough

—

.

.

for him,

—

.

heard him and wrote: "What a man, what a
Heavens! What suffering and misery, what tortures

In Paris, the youthful Liszt
fiddler,

what an

artist!

dwell in those four strings!"

and aided as he was by Paganini, could hardly have
been an impartial critic. At a loss for a stronger word, he compared him as
some length to a "comet." Let us choose (from the Soirees d'Orchestre) his
comments on Paganini the composer and orchestrator:
Berlioz, befriended

"A volume might be written in discussing all that Paganini has created
his works of novel effect, ingenious contrivances, noble and grandiose

in

forms, and orchestral combinations unknown before his time. His melodies
are broad Italian melodies, but full of a passionate ardor seldom found in
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I,

m

the best pages of dramatic composers of his country. His harmonies are

always

and of extraordinary sonorousness. His orchestration is
and energetic, without being noisy. He often introduces the bass
drum into his tutti with unusual intelligence."
Following Paganini to London, we shall quote the principal English critic,
clear, simple,

brilliant

I

Chorley: "De Beriot
in his art.

him and

And
.

my

There

is

is

a sweet, chaste player

a relation

— but Paganini

between an unit and

a million

is

a solitary

man

— none between

men."
from Rossini, a witticism. "I have wept only three times in
the first time was when my earliest opera failed; the second was
his fellow

finally,

life:

when, at a boating party, a truffled turkey fell into the water. The third
time was when I first heard Paganini play/
7

— John

N. Burk
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Cesar Franck

Symphony

in

D

minor

Cesar Auguste Franck was born
Paris on 8

in Liege,

November 1890. He began

Henri Duparc,

in

1886 and

completed

Belgium, on 10 December

his
it

D

1822 and

minor Symphony, which

in the fall of

1888. The

first

is

died in

dedicated to

performance was

given by the orchestra of the Paris Conservatory Concerts under the direction of Jules

Garcin on 17 February 1889. The score

calls for

two

flutes,

two oboes and English

horn, two clarinets and bass clarinet, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets and two
cornets a piston, three trombones, tuba, harp, timpani,

and

strings.

"One autumn evening in 1888," wrote Guy Ropartz, devout disciple of
Franck, "I went to pay the master a visit at the beginning of vacation
time. 'Have you been working?' I inquired. 'Yes/ was Franck's reply, 'and
I think that you will be pleased with the result.' He had just completed
the Symphony in D minor, and he kindly played it through to me on the
piano.
shall never forget the impression made upon me by that
I

first

hearing."

performance, at the Paris Conservatoire, when the members of
the orchestra were opposed to it, the subscribers bewildered, and some of
Franck's colleagues spitefully critical, has been described with gusto by
d'Indy in his much quoted book, the bible of the Franck movement.
It is not hard to sympathize with the state of mind of Franck's devoted
circle, who beheld so clearly the flame of his genius, while the world
ignored and passed it by. They were naturally incensed by the inexplicable
hostility of some of Franck's fellow professors at the Conservatoire, and
moved to winged words in behalf of their lovable "maitre," who, absorbed
and serene in his work, never looked for either performance or
applause
was naively delighted when those blessings sparingly
descended upon him. But the impatience of the Franck disciples extended,
less reasonably, to the public which allowed him to die before awaking to
the urgent beauty of his art. Ropartz, for instance, tried to console
himself with the philosophical reflection: "All true creators must be in
advance of their time and must of necessity be misunderstood by their
contemporaries: Cesar Franck was no more of an exception to this rule
than other great musicians have been; like them, he was misunderstood."
A study of the dates and performances, which d'Indy himself has listed,
tends to exonerate the much berated general public, which has been
known to respond to new music with tolerable promptness, when they
are permitted to hear it even adequately presented. The performances of
Franck's music while the composer lived were patchy and far between.
Through almost all of his life, Paris was not even aware of Franck. Those
who knew him casually or by sight must have looked upon him simply as a
mild little organist* and teacher at the Conservatoire, who wrote
unperformed oratorios and operas in his spare time. And such indeed he
was. It must be admitted that Franck gave the world little opportunity for

The

first

—

*D'Indy pours just derision upon the ministry who, as late as August, 1885, awarded
Honor to "Franck (Cesar Auguste),
professor of organ."
the ribbon of Chevalier of the Legion of
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—

more than posthumous recognition — and not so much because this most
self-effacing of composers never pushed his cause, as because his genius
ripened so late. When he had reached fifty-seven there was nothing in his

TO

considerable output (with the possible exception of La Redemption or Les
which time has proved to be of any great importance. Les Beatitudes,
which he completed in that year (1879) had neither a full nor a

Eolides)

performance until three years after his death, when, according to
d'Indy, "the effect was overwhelming, and henceforth the name of Franck
was surrounded by a halo of glory, destined to grow brighter as time went
clear

The masterpieces — Psyche, the Symphony, the String Quartet, the
Violin Sonata, the Three Organ Chorales, all came within the last four
that most enduring monument of
years of his life, and the Symphony
Franck's genius, was first performed some twenty months before his death.

on/'

—

life, musicians rallied to the masterly new scores as
soon as they appeared, and lost no time in spreading the gospel of Franck
a gospel which was readily apprehended. Ysaye played the Violin Sonata
(dedicated to him) in town after town; the Quartet was performed at the
Salle Pleyel by the Societe Nationale de Musique (April 19, 1890), and the whole
audience, so we are told, rose to applaud the composer. And after Franck's

In the last year of his

death, his music, aided (or hindered) by the zealous
militant school

which had grown

at his feet,

made

pronouncements of the

its

way

increasingly to

popular favor.

French musicians testify as to the rising vogue of Franck's music in the
Leon Vallas in his life of Debussy laments that the Parisian
public of that time, "still carried along on a flood of romanticism," could not
be diverted to the self-contained elegance of the then new impressionist
composer. "The select shrines were still consecreated to the cult of a fierce,
grandiloquent, philosophical art: Beethoven's last quartets, the new works
of Cesar Franck
discovered very late in the day
and RichaH Wagner's
great operas
these complex, ambitious works, so full of noble beauty,
were alone capable of arousing an enthusiasm that bordered on delirium."
Paul Landormy, writing for La Victoire, lists these same composers, and
singles out Franck's Quintet and Quartet, as having been accorded at that
time "an excessive admiration, romantic in its violence." Derepas, writing in
1897, told of a veritable Franck inundation, and the composer's son then
wrote to him that he received every day quantities of letters and printed
matter about his father. When once the special harmonic style of Franck,
his absorption in the contemplative moods of early organ music had caught
the general imagination, his musical faith needed no preaching.
early nineties.

—

—

—

Franck was never heard to complain of the humble round of teaching,
which poverty had forced him, dissipating his genius in a constant
grind of petty engagements, with only an hour or two in the day saved for
his composition. "The first years of his marriage were 'close,'" wrote the
organist Tournemire, who knew him then. "One must live! From half past
into

morning

Franck composed. At eight he left
the house to 'comb' Paris. He dispensed solfege and piano for the
convenience of the pupils in the Jesuit school of Vaugirard (lessons 1 franc
80 centimes for a half hour, from eleven until two!). He had only a bite of
fruit or cheese to sustain him, as Franck himself once told me. He would
also go to Auteuil, a fashionable institution for young ladies of society, who
five in the

until half past seven,
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often constrained him to teach

them impossible

He

novelties of the hour/'

was known to these uneager demoiselles, acquiring parlor graces, as
"Monsieur Franck." Later, some of these ladies were astonished to find
and even rather ridiculous piano teacher
world-enshrined memory. Whereupon they proudly proclaimed
themselves "Franck pupils." D'Indy disqualified these imposters by
publishing the name of every pupil who at any time had been close to
Franck in his work.
The Quintet, the Quartet, the Violin Sonata, and the Symphony are
named by d'Indy as "constructed upon a germinative idea which becomes
the expressive basis of the entire musical cycle." He says elsewhere of the
conception of the Violin Sonata
"From this moment the cyclical form, the
basis of modern symphonic art, was created and consecrated." He adds:
their erstwhile insignificant

become

a

—

"The

majestic, plastic,

and perfectly beautiful symphony

in

D

minor

is

constructed on the same method. I purposely use the word method for this
reason: After having long described Franck as an empiricist and an

—

—

improviser
which is radically wrong his enemies (of whom, in spite of
his incomparable goodness, he made many) and his ignorant detractors

suddenly changed their views and called him a musical mathematician, who
subordinated inspiration and impulse to a conscientious manipulation of
form. This, we may observe in passing, is a common reproach brought by
the ignorant Philistine against the dreamer and the genius. Yet where can
we point to a composer in the second half of the nineteenth century who
and did think as loftily as Franck, or who could have found in his
could
fervent and enthusiastic heart such vast ideas as those which lie at the
musical basis of the symphony, the Quartet, and The Beatitudes?
"Franck's Symphony is a continual ascent towards pure gladness and
life-giving light because its workmanship is solid, and its themes are

—

—

.

manifestations of ideal beauty.

What

is

there

.

.

more joyous, more sanely

than the principal subject of the Finale, around which all the other
themes in the work cluster and crystallize? While in the higher registers all
is dominated by that motive which M. Ropartz had justly called 'the theme

vital,

of faith.'"

Of

the notorious performance of Franck's

Symphony

at the

Conservatoire

(February 17, 1889), d'Indy writes:

The performance was quite against the wish of most members of the
famous orchestra, and was only pushed through thanks to the benevolent
obstinacy of the conductor, Jules Garcin. The subscribers could make
neither head nor tail of it, and the musical authorities were much in the
same position. I inquired of one of them — a professor at the Conservatoire,
and a kind of factotum on the committee — what he thought of the work.
'That a symphony?' he replied in consumptuous tones. 'But, my dear sir,
who ever heard of writing for the English horn in a symphony? Just
mention a single symphony by Haydn or Beethoven introducing the English
horn. There, well, you see — your Franck's music may be .whatever you
please, but it will certainly never be a symphony!' This was the attitude of
the Conservatoire in the year of grace 1889."
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D'Indy,

man, has

whom
this

is no reason to suppose anything but a truthful
Charles Gounod, who was present:
about
to say

there

"At another door of the concert hall, the composer of 'Faust,' escorted by
a train of adulators, male and female, fulminated a kind of papal decree to
the effect that this Symphony was the affirmation of incompetence pushed
to dogmatic lengths. For sincerity and disinterestedness we must turn to
the composer himself, when, on his return from the concert, his whole
family surrounded him, asking eagerly for news. 'Well, were you satisfied
with the effect on the public? Was there plenty of applause?' To which
'Father Franck,' thinking only of his work, replied with a beaming
countenance: 'Oh, it sounded well; just as I thought it would!'"
All

who knew him

grudging

was
few

official

described Franck as sincerely touched

recognition

actually heard

when some

was bestowed upon him, or when

and applauded

in public.

— when Franck came in touch with

his

music

"On the occasions — alas! too

the public," wrote Arthur Coquard,

"he saw and heard nothing but the music, and if the execution struck him
as adequate, he was the happiest of men. The master had formed an ideal
atmosphere of his thoughts and affections, an atmosphere which his soul
his spirit delighted itself
gladly inhaled, undisturbed by strange currents

—

and philosophy. Wrapped in the contemplation of
with its own
serene beauties such as these, his genius brought forth those great and
sometimes sublime works. No wonder that his music, conceived in the calm
joy of ecstasy, without thought of public opinion, the artist's dream, lasted
over the day of its performance and, soaring high, lost sight of earth
ideal of art

altogether."

Another instance of Franck's placid content with miserable performances
is described by d'Indy. After he was decorated by the French government as
"professor of organ," his friends and pupils determined to show the world
that he was something more than that, and raised funds for a "Franck
Festival," a concert of his

The

first

own

music, at the Cirque d'Hiver, January 30, 1887.
part, conducted by Pasdeloup, consisted of he Chasseur Maudit, the

M. Louis Diemer), and the second part of
Ruth. Franck then conducted excerpts from his opera, Hulda, and his
Third and Eighth Beatitudes. "The performance by an orchestra lacking
Variations Symphoniques (with

in

cohesion and insufficiently rehearsed," says d'Indy, "was a deplorable affair.
Pasdeloup, courageous innovator and first champion of symphonic music in

was then growing old and losing authority as a conductor; he went
entirely wrong in the tempo of the finale of the Variations Symphoniques,
which ended in a breakdown. As to Franck, he was listening too intently to
the vibration of his own thoughts to pay any attention to the thousand
details for which a conductor must always be on the alert. The
interpretation of the Beatitudes suffered in consequence, but such was his
good-nature that he was the only person who did not regret the wretched
performance, and when we poured out to him our bitter complaint that his
works should have been so badly given, he answered, smiling and shaking
back his thick mane of hair: 'No, no, you are really too exacting, dear boys;
France,

for

my own

part,

Iwas

quite satisfied!'"

—John
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THOMAS

D. PERRY, JR., the Boston Symphony's Executive
Director, retires with the close, this weekend, of the orchestra's
1977-78 season. He counts his association with the orchestra as
having begun in 1932 when, as a Yale freshman, he began to
attend its regular concerts in New Haven. In 1940, he was a
student at the very first session of the Berkshire Music Center.

Two years later, he served as liaison between Harvard University
and the orchestra in the organization of a special series of BachMozart concerts and on 1 January 1946, after service in the
United States Navy, he became a full-time member of the Boston
Symphony's management team. He had no title then, and
describes himself as having been a general busybody, involved in
touring, the running of the Berkshire Music Center, and in
rendering general assistance to the Manager, George Judd. He
became Assistant Manager in 1948, Manager upon Judd's retirement in 1954, and Executive Director in 1973.
Tod and Helen are going just a little way down the road from
to enjoy the
here to their beautiful house in West Stockbridge
Berkshires year-round, but also to travel and once in a while to go
to something other than a symphony concert. Both here and in

—

Symphony

Tod's offices, with their recklessly eclectic
assemblage of trivia and memorabilia, have been, in their stylishness and charm, grace and humor, warmth and common sense,
altogether characteristic of the man who worked in them. As he
no doubt with a big but courteously
leaves these rooms
he goes with a load of thanks, regard,
concealed sigh of relief
great
for even a hint of it to be expressed in
and affection far too
all of us at the Boston Symphony
these few words. But we
hope that he and Helen know anyway.
Hall,

—

—

—

—

Orchestra personnel ..tanager Rosario Mazzeo with Jack Benny,

BSO

trustee

Mike

Kelliher,

and Mr. Perry

Mr.

Perry,
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Governor Michael

Dukakis, Olga Koussevitzky,
Seiji

Ozawa

Pops conductor Arthur
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Mr.
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Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Koussevitzky, and

Mr. Perry

Mr. Perry and

Seiji

a recent

Ozawa
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on

tour.

Mr.

Perry (second from left) and his
Helen
(second from right) when
wife
he was a student at the Berkshire
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Center.
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Die Jahreszeiten (The Seasons)
text by Gottfried van Swieten
after the poem by James Thomson

—

Spring
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ROBERT TEAR, tenor
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•
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Save 20% over box office prices. Last season three out of four concerts were sold out.
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Joseph Haydn
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Die Jahreszeiten (The Seasons)

Franz Joseph Haydn was born

and died

in

in

May

Vienna on 31

&

Rohrau, Lower Austria, on 31 March or

The Seasons

1809. He began work on

1

in

April 1732
1799 and

completed the score early in 1801, the first performance taking place under his direction in
the

Schwarzenberg Palais, Vienna, on 24 April that year. That was a private

the first public performance followed five weeks

The

score calls for bass, tenor,

farmer

Hanne;

called

and

29 May.

representing respectively a tenant-

soloists,

and an orchestra with two

flutes

and

piccolo,

two oboes, two

two bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones,

kettledrums, triangle, tambourine, keyboard, and strings.

Gibbons accompanies the

recitatives at a

The English translation
Director of the Handel and

Handel and Haydn
and

concert,

Redoutensaal, Vienna, on

Simon, a young farm laborer by name of Lucas, and Simon's daughter,

a double chorus;

clarinets,

and soprano

later in the

of the text in

Haydn

At

these performances

John

harpsichord built by Carl Fudge.

our program-book

Society, Boston.

Society, copyright owners,

We

is

by Thomas Dunn, Artistic

reprint

it

by permission of the

and with our warm thanks

to

Mr. Dunn

the Society.

Gottfried Bernhard, Baron van Swieten, was not

known

self-esteem; even so, he might be astonished to learn
affected the course of Western music and

how

how

wanting
profoundly he
to be

often, indeed

in

how

and critics evoke his name when they speak about his
Haydn and Mozart. Born 1733 in the university town

inevitably, historians

occasional proteges,

of Leiden in the Netherlands, birthplace also of Rembrandt, Jan Steen, and

Gabriel Metsu, he removed to Vienna in 1745 when his father was
appointed personal physician to the Empress Maria Theresa. He himself

chose a career in the diplomatic corps, holding appointments first in
Brussels, Paris, and Warsaw, then, in 1770, becoming Her Majesty's
ambassador in Berlin. In 1777, he returned to Vienna, where, until his
death in 1803, he was Prefect of the Court Library. He was a keen amateur
musician, and three of his wanly competent symphonies are among the
countless spurious works published during the eighteenth century under
Haydn's name. But it was not as a composer that van Swieten made his
mark. In Berlin, when he was not busy negotiating with Frederick the
Great over the partition of Poland, he became friends with Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach and with the King's sister, Princess Anna Amalia, herself a
pupil in composition of Sebastian Bach's student, Johann Philipp
Kirnberger. In those circles, van Swieten came to know the music of
Sebastian Bach and George Frideric Handel. That knowledge became a
passion, an obsession, and the occasion of relentless propagation of the
faith. Mozart would remark in 1782 that at the Sunday musicales in van
Swieten's apartments, "nothing but Handel and Bach" was played, and it
was for his series of oratorio evenings that Mozart made those fantastical
hybrids, his reorchestrations of Handel's Messiah, Alexander's Feast, Acis and
Galates, and the Ode for St. Cecilia's Day. It was chiefly through van Swieten
that

Haydn and Mozart learned

their

Handel and Bach, and

it is

the

infusion of those influences into their language that defines the classical
style they perfected

and that Beethoven would continue.
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It is

curiously

turn of the century, van Swieten became the dedicatee
not only of Beethoven's First Symphony, which symbolizes the voice of the
future, but also of Johann Nikolaus Forkel's Bach biography, a crucial work
fitting that after the

in

history and criticism that looks both backwards and forwards.

was probably through Mozart that Haydn was introduced into the van
Swieten circle in Vienna, and after Haydn's return in August 1795 from his
second visit to London, there were three significant moments of contact
between the two men. First, van Swieten prepared the text for the choral
version of The Seven Last Words of the Savior Upon the Cross, which Haydn had
written as an orchestral work for the cathedral at Cadiz in 1785. Then,
assuming a function that has to be described both as midwifery and
interference, van Swieten made a German version of an oratorio libretto on
It

the subject of the Creation, written by Richard Brinsley Sheridan's father-

more remotely on Paradise
Lost, and brought back by Haydn from England. Haydn had been
overwhelmed by the huge-scale Handel performances he had heard in
Westminster Abbey in 1791 — during the Hallelujah! in Messiah he had burst
into tears and cried "He is the master of us all!" — and he was excited to
compose a work that would continue the tradition. Die Schopfung (The
in-law

Thomas

Linley, based

on

Genesis

and a

bit

moreover, a stupendous sucess both at its private premiere in
1798 and at its first public performance in the following year. Van Swieten
was determined to consolidate that success and promptly devised a scheme
for another oratorio, this one also based on an English source, James
Thomson's blank-verse poem, The Seasons. He wrote a German libretto,
incorporating the Spinning Song of a ballad-poet Gottfried August Burger
and the story of the maid "who kept her honor clean," which is by
Creation) had,

J.F.

Weiss.

should never have written it," said the 73-year old composer some
first performance. "I overtaxed myself." Ever after, he
blamed the collapse of his health, which can be dated to 1802, on the effort
"I

four years after the

had cost him to finish his second great oratorio. Yet he had begun the
task with enthusiasm, and the score itself is unambiguous evidence that he
continued and completed it at the most exalted level of inspiration.
Similarly, he resented some of the details on which van Swieten insisted,
for instance, the pictorial imitation of lambs and fishes, of birds and bees in
O wie lieblich, the trio with chorus that concludes Spring "French trash"
(Franzosischer Quark) he called it
yet it turns out that he took his patron's
and librettist's advice on many points, among them, in that very number,
the magnificent change of key at the exclamation "Ewiger, machtiger, gutiger
it

—

—

Gott! (Eternal,

mighty, merciful God)."

Van Swieten was

as right in the feeling that led

Haydn

him

to see in The Seasons

he was culpably clumsy in his adaptation of
that wonderful poem. James Thomson, not to be confused with the
nineteenth-century poet of the same name who wrote The City of Dreadful
Night, was born in Scotland in 1700, and in 1725 went to live in London,
where he earned his bread as a private tutor. One of his poems became
popular to the point of assuming virtually the status of folk-art, something
so taken for granted that we don't even think to ask who wrote it, and that
is Rule, Britannia!, which occurs in his masque Alfred of 1740. The Seasons is an
earlier work, begun with Winter in 1726, being completed by the appearance
perfect material for

as
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of Autumn in 1730 but often and extensively revised almost until the poet's

death
it

in 1748.

comes

As

a plotless

close to 5,000 lines

poem on an immense

—

it

is

God

— in

its final

version

original in conception as well as

startlingly beautiful in the Miltonic breadth of

its

rhythm and

especially in

observation of nature. Little of those
knows, remains in the Baron's thudding Jahreszeiten. Also

the loving specificity of detail in
qualities,

scale

its

Thomson, who thought blood sports and booze were brutal and brutish,
would have been outraged by van Swieten's three cheers for those
pastimes. But then again, who would want Haydn not to have composed
his hound-dog aria Seht auf die breiten Wiesen hin, hunting chorus Hbrt, das laute
and bacchanale juchhe, der Wein ist da, that amazing series of pieces
that concludes Autumn and that alone could ensure for Haydn a premier
place with Titian, Michelangelo, and Turner, Mann and Goethe, Verdi and
Stravinsky, as one of the rare artists to whom old age brings the gift of
Geton,

ever bolder invention.

about the plowman, a piece so
familiar that we can be almost ledjnto forgetting how original it is with its
witty counterpoint and spicy scoring, not to mention the charming selfquotation. The great Supplication that follows harks back to the Adagio of
Haydn's Symphony No. 98. That was one of the first pieces Haydn wrote
after receiving the news of Mozart's death, and it goes on to allude to the
Andante of the Jupiter Symphony. Here, too, the association for Haydn is
with Mozart and it takes him this time, with the fugue on Uns spriesse
Uberfluss, into a variant of the quam olim Abrahae in his beloved friend's
Requiem. Haydn's Spring is, on the whole, more gracious than grand and
intense, but in this litany and in the so splendidly laid out concluding
chorus we begin to get a sense of the worlds his Seasons comprehend.
Spring includes,

most famously, the

aria

Morning twilight and cock-crow at the beginning of Summer are a
charming and evocative scene, but nothing surpasses Haydn's painting,
later on, of numbing nooday heat. What miracles he achieves with his two
woodwinds who play scarcely a dozen notes between them and with his
muted strings (and the magical effect of removing the mutes for the last
two bars of the tenor's aria). The waiting for the release of a thunderstorm
is another of Haydn's extraordinary moments, this, too, managed just with
harpsichord, then plucked strings, and two brief and distant drumrolls.
Seven years later, Beethoven composed a famous storm scene of his own:
he had listened carefully to Haydn's.
With Autumn, Haydn seems to ascend to a new plane of inspiration and
He complained about van Swieten's hymn in praise of hard
work, but it drew from him marvels of scoring and his most magisterial
hold on design. It is, however, in the three genre pieces already mentioned
that he surpasses himself
in the "pointer" aria in which he again shows
his fondness for a hard-edged and spare counterpoint, though what we
remember most is the snuffling bassoon, the gunshot, and the bird's plunge
to earth; in the hunting chorus with its marvellous art of continuously
unfolding and surprising variation, and in so far as it begins in D but ends
in E flat, its reckless abandon of harmonic decorum; and in that giddy,
harmonically reeling chorus of drinkers, a piece in which Haydn

invention.

—

invents Mahler.
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Winter brings another three famous, well-loved genre scenes

— the

description of the traveler lost in the snow (this has a tragic ending in
Thomson, but a happy one here), the proto-Flying Dutchman Spinning Song,

and the enchanting story of the young woman who is so resourceful at
dealing with the young lord of understandable but less than ideally
honorable intentions. Haydn has shown us a broad range. He has been
funny, magnificent, touching, uncannily adept at conjuring up weathers
and smells and textures, times of day and movement, people and places.
But he has yet more to give us, and the last pages of The Seasons take us to
new depths and new heights. Winter is old age, and here again, with
overwhelming pathos, Haydn's thoughts take him to the beloved friend
who ten years before had died two months short of his thirty-sixth
birthday, and the orchestra is full of sighs. The music grows in energy,
then suspends all motion as the singer points to virtue as the way to
salvation and to the Holy Mount. From there it opens into the luminous
C major of the final chorus, a movement imbued with an energy born of
mastery and faith, vast in its splendor of sound and spirit.
Michael Steinberg

—
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Die Jahreszeiten
The Seasons
Text by Gottfried van Swieten
after the poem of James Thomson
Translation by Thomas Dunn

SPRING
OVERTURE AND RECITATIVE
(The Overture paints the passage of Winter to Spring)
Seht, wie der strenge Winter f lieht! Zum
fernen Pole zieht er hin. Ihm folgt auf
seinen Ruf der wilden Sturme brausend
Heer mit grasslichem Geheul.

Seht, wie

Stromen

Seht, wie

von Siiden

how

harsh Winter

at his call the raging

flees!

To

the

There follows

company

of fierce

storms with monstrous howling.

vom schrof f en Fels der Schnee

in triiben

Winde

See

distant poles he retreats.

See

how the snow pours down in muddy

torrents from the precipices!

sich ergiesst!

her, durch laue

See,

sanft gelockt, der Friihlingsbote

from the south, allured by gentle

breezes, Spring rushes

in!

streicht!

CHORUS OF COUNTRY PEOPLE
Komm,

Come, gracious

holder Lenz!

Himmels Gabe, komm!
aus ihrem Todesschlaf erwecke die
Natur!

Gift of Heaven, come!

des

From

ja

The gracious Spring

We

Nebel eingehiillt

And

feel

may

is

live again!

spread his stiffening poison

On

sein starres Gift.

des

Nature

Be joyful none too soon!
For often, wrapp'd in fog,
Winter can creep back

der Winter wohl zuriick,
und streut auf Bliit und Keim

Komm,

let

coming;
his gentle breath already;

All things

nicht allzu friih!

oft schleicht in

the sleep of death

awake!

Er nahet sich, der holde Lenz,
Schon fiihlen wir den linden Hauch,
bald lebet alles wieder auf.
Frohlocket

Spring!

bud and flower.

Come, gracious

holder Lenz,

Himmels Gabe, komm!

Spring,

Gift of Heaven, come!

Auf unsre Fluren senke dich,
und weile langer nicht.

Sink into our

fields,

Come, wait no

longer!

RECITATIVE
Von Widder

strahlet jetzt die helle

auf uns herab.

Nun weichen

From

Sonn
und

the

Dampf, und schweben laue Diinst
umher; der Erde Busen ist gelost;

a

erheitert

cheerful.

ist

Ram

the bright sun shines on

us now. Frost and cold are softened, and

Frost

gentle haze hovers in the

bosom

die Luft.
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is

released; the air

air,

Earth's

grows

ARIA
Schon

froh der

eilet

(Simon)

Ackermann

To work

zur Arbeit auf das Feld,
in langen Furchen schreitet er
dem Pfluge flotend nach.

abgemessnem Gange dann
wirft er den Samen aus,
den birgt der Acker treu und

plowman

Early goes the

his fields;

In lengthy

And

furrows he guides the plow

whistles himself a tune.

measured movement,
He sows his seed,
The good soil covers it; soon it will ripen
In

In

reift

Into golden fruit.

ihn bald zur goldnen Frucht.

RECITATIVE
The farmer now has done

Der Landmann hat sein Werk vollbracht,
und weder Muh noch Fleiss gespart.
Den Lohn erwartet er aus Handen der
Natur, und fleht darum den Himmel an.

TRIO
Sei

toil nor weariness. The
reward he awaits from Nature, and

prays Heaven for

:

Be gracious, generous Heaven!
Open, and pour thy blessing
On our land below!

uber unser Land herab!
die Erde wassern!

wehen

dew wash

Let thy

Lass Regenguss die Furchen tranken!
Lass deine Lufte

it.

AND CHORUS SUPPLICATION

nun gnadig, milder Himmel!

Tau

work,

sparing neither

offne dich und traufe Segen

Lass deinen

his

the earth!

Let thy rainfall give the furrows drink!
Let thy breezes gently blow,

sanft,

Lass deine Sonne scheinen hell!

And

Uns spriesset Uberfluss alsdann,
und deiner Giite Dank and Ruhm.

Let abundance bud for us then,

thy sun shine bright!

let

And thanks and

praise flow for thy

goodness!

RECITATIVE
Our

unser Flehn; der latie West
erwarmt und f ullt die Luf t mit f euchten
Diinsten an.
Erhort

ist

haufen

sich,

nun

O wie

lieblich ist

der Gefilde

Kommt,

ihr

O how

der Anblick

lovely

lasst

is

Come, ye maids,

uns wallen

the sight

let

Us wander

through the many-colored

Come,

Seht die

See the

lads, let

fields!

us wander

to the green groves!

seht die Rose,

lilies,

see the roses,

the flowers!,
See the meadows, see the
see

all!

Sheht die Auen, seht die Wiesen,
seht die Felder

rain falls

of the open country!

Kommt, ihr Burschen, lasst uns wallen
zu dem grtinen Hain!
Blumen

now

gathers, and

(with alternating Choruses of Youths)

jetzt!

Madchen,

Lilie,

with humid

and pours
down Nature's riches and beauty on
earth's bosom.
It

auf der bunten Flur!

seht die

air fills

haze.

fallen sie

SONG OF JOY

heard: the gentle west

is

grows warm and the

und
giessen in der Erde Schoss den Schmuck
und Reichtum der Natur.
Sie

prayer

all

see the pastures!

all!
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fields,

*-i

Seht die Erde, seht die Wasser,

See the earth, see the water,

seht die helle Luft!

see the sparkling air!

Alles lebet, alles schwebet,
alles

Everything's alive, everything floats,
everything's in motion.

reget sich.

Seht die Lammer, wie

springen!

Seht die Vogel, welch Geflatter!

See
See
See
See

Welche Freude, welche Wonne,

What

sie

Seht die Fische, welch Gewimmel!
Seht die Bienen, wie sie schwarmen!

heben

unsre Brust!

Was
ist

ihr fiihlet,

was euch

they spring!

what a school!
what a swarm!
the birds, what a flock!
the fish,

the bees,

joy,

what

bliss swells in

our hearts!
Sweet motives, gentle impulses stir
our breast.
What you feel, what moves you,

schwellet unser Herz!
Siisse Triebe, sanfte Reize

how

the lambs,

reizet,

des Schopfers Hauch.

the Creator's breath!

is

Let us honor him,

Lasst uns ehren, lasst uns loben,

uns preisen ihn!
Lasst erschallen, ihm zu danken, eure
lasst

let

let

us praise him,

us worship him!

Let your voices be lifted up in

Stimmen hoch!

thanking him!

Ewiger machtiger, giitiger Gott!
Von deinem Segensmahle
hast du gelabet uns.
Vom Strome deiner Freuden
hast du getranket uns.
Ehre, Lob und Preis sei

Eternal, mighty, merciful God.

From thine abundant table
Thou hast satisfied us.
From the streams of thy joys
Thou hast given us drink!
Honor, praise and thanks be unto thee,
Eternal, mighty, merciful God!

dir,

ewiger, machtiger, giitiger Gott!

SUMMER
OVERTURE AND RECITATIVE
(The Overture paints the dawn of day)

In

grauem

Schleier riickt heran das

In the

gray haze the gentle light of
first appears; with halting

morning

lahmen
Schritten weicht vor ihm die trage
Nacht zuriick.

step sluggish night retreats before

Zu

To

sanfte Morgenlicht; mit

diistren

Hohlen

flieht

der Leichen-

it.

their dismal caves blind ravens fly;

moaning frightens the

vogel blinde Schar, ihr dumpfer

their ghostly

Klageton beklemmt das bange Herz

heart no more.

nicht mehr.

Des Tages Herold meldet

sich;

The herald

mit

of day

announces himself:

with piercing tone he
farmer to his chores.

scharfem Laute rufet er zu neuer
Tatigkeit den ausgeruhten Landmann
auf.
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calls

the rested

%&

AND

ARIA

RECITATIVE (Simon and Hanne)
The cheerful shepherd gathers

Der muntre Hirt versammelt nun
die frohen Herden urn sich her;
zur fetten Weid auf griinen Hohn,
treibet er sie langsam fort.

Nach Osten blickend stent

er

His happy flock about him;

To rich pasture land
He sends them slowly forth.
Then looking east, he stops
And leans upon his crook
To catch the first rays of the

dann

auf seinem Stabe hingelehnt,
zu sehn den ersten Sonnenstrahl,
welchem er entgegenharrt.

Which he

sun,

patiently awaits.

Die Morgenrote bricht hervor, wie

The morning sunrise

Rauch verflieget das leichte Gewolk.
Der Himmel pranget im hellen Azur,
der Berge Gipfel im feurigen Gold.

clouds disperse like smoke. Heaven

TRIO
naht, sie

sie

kommt,

shines bright azure, the mountain peaks
in fiery gold.

AND CHORUS
The sun climbs up; it mounts the skies,
comes still closer, casting its rays,

Sonne,

Sie steigt herauf, die

sie strahlt.

It

Shinning in glorious beauty,
flaming majesty on high!

Sie scheint in herrlicher Pracht,
in

breaks; the nimble

A

flammender Majestat!

O

Sun,

Sonne, Heil!
des Lichts und Lebens Quelle, Heil!

Hail,

O

Thee, the soul and eye of the universe,

Heil, o

du, des Weltalls Seel

all hail!

Welcome, thou

und Aug,

light

and

life-giver!

der Gottheit, Schonstes Bild!

Fair reflection of the Creator,

Dich griissen dankbar wir!

Thankfully

Wer

Freuden
die deine Huld in uns erweckt?
Wer zahlet sie, die Segen alle,
die deine Mild' auf uns ergiesst?
Die
Die
Dir
Dir
Dir

spricht sie aus, die

Who

can tell of all thy joys
And noble graces instilled in us?
Who can count the blessings
Thy goodness pours out for us?

alle,

O

The
The

Freuden!
wer spricht sie aus?
Segen! O wer zahlet sie!

joys,

who

can

who

blessings,

tell

of

them?

can number them?

We
We
We

thank thee for what delights us.
thank thee for what revives us.
thank thee for what sustains us.
But we thank the Creator
For what thy power permits us.
To thee all voices shout for joy;
In thee all nature laughs.

danken wir, was uns ergotzt.
danken wir, was uns belebt.
danken wir, was uns erhalt.
Dem Schopfer aber danken wir,
was deine Kraft vermag.
Dir jauchzen alle Stimmen,
dir iauchzet die

we welcome.

Natur.

RECITATIVE
Nun

regt

und bewegt

ein buntes

Dem

sich alles

Gewuhl bedecket

umher,

All

sich der

in festen

life;

tide of ripened crops are

a cheerful

bending

beyond the reaper. The scythe flashes,
and the grain sinks down, but soon is
piled up again in standing sheaves.

Saaten wallende Flut, die Sense blitzt,
da sinkt das Korn; doch steht es bald

und aufgehauft

with

crowd covers the meadows. The welling

die Flur.

braunen Schnitter neiget

now moves

Garben

wieder da.

Now

Die Mittagssonne brennet jetzt in voller
Glut,

und

giesst

durch

die

entwolkte

the noonday sun

heat, pouring
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its

is

blazing in full

power through the

Luft ihr machtiges Feuer in Stromen
hinab.

cloudless sky in streams of light,

Ob den

—

below thick smoke
a dazzling sea
and reflection.

schwebt in
Meer von Licht und Widerschein.

of light

CAVATINA
Dem Druck

(Lucas)

Nature dies under the weight.
Withered blossoms, parches fields,

erlieget die Natur.

Welke Blumen, durre Wiesen,

dried-up springs,

trockne Quellen,
alles zeigt

All show the
And man and

der Hitze Wut,

und kraftlos schmachten Mensch und
Tier am Boden hingestreckt.

Willkommen

jetzt,

Over

the scorched plains there arises from

gesengten Flachen
niederm Qualm ein blendend

o dunkler

heat's fury,
beast, drained of strength,

Stretch out along the ground.

RECITATIVE
Hain, wo
How welcome

then a shaded grove,
where the shade of ageless oaks gives

Dach den kuhlenden
Schirm gewahrt, und wo der schlanken
Espe Laub mit leisem Gelispel rauschtL

cool protection,

aspen leaves rustle

in gentle

whispers!

Am

Through

ripples a

brook

der bejahrten Eiche

weichen Moose rieselt da in heller
Flut der Bach, und frohlich summend
irrt und wirrt die bunte Sonnenbrut.

soft

and where slender

moss

sparkling stream, and a
butterflies buzzes back

The

Der Krauter reinen Balsamduft
verbreitet Zephyrs Hauch, und aus dem
nahen Busche tont des jungen Schafers

swarm

in

of

and forth.

spicy smell of balsam trees spreads

out on Zephyr's breath, while from the
nearby thicket the shepherd's reedy
pipe is speaking.

Rohr.

ARIA (Hanne)

O

Welche Labung fur die Sinne!
Welch' Erholung fur das Herz!
Jeden Aderzweig durchstromet,
und in jeder Nerve bebt erquickendes

what comfort

What

for the senses!

rest for the heart!

Refreshment courses

Through every nerve and

capillary.

Gefuhl.

The

soul awakes to the stimulation,
And, with gentlest pressure, new

Die Seele wachet auf zu reizendem
Genuss, und neue Kraft erhebt durch
milden Drang die Brust.

strength revives the soul.

RECITATIVE

O

seht! Es steiget in der

am hohen Saume

schwulen Luft

Behold, on the mountain top arising in

des Gebirgs von

the sultry air a pale fog of mist and haze.
It climbs aloft, spreading out,

Dampf und Dunst ein fahler Nebel auf.
Empor gedrangt dehnt er sich aus, und
hullet bald den Himmelsraum in

enveloping the heavens

schwarzes Dunkel ein.
Hort, wie vom Tal ein dumpf Gebrull
den wilden Sturm verktind't! Seht, wie
von Unheil schwer, die finstre Wolke
langsam zieht, und drohend auf die
Ebne sinkt!

in blackness.

Hear from the valley the muffled roar
foretelling a fierce storm! See the

troublous clouds drawing slowly nearer,
threatening the plains:
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anxious presentiment! Nature stands
still: Not a leaf, not a creature
moves; deathly silence reigns.

banger Ahnung stockt das Leben der
Natur, Kein Tier, kein Blatt beweget
sich, und Todesstille herrscht umher.

In

In

stock

CHORUS
Help! the cloud burst nears!

Ach! das Ungewitter naht!
Hilf uns,

Heaven help

Himmel!

How
How

O
O

wie der Donner rollt!
wie die Winde toben!
Wo fliehn wir hin?

Flammende

Blitze

the thunder

the wind

Where can we

durchwuhlen

is

rolls!

gusting!

take shelter?

Flashing lightening splits the clouds,

die

And

Luft; den zackigen Keilen berstet die
Wolke, und Giisse stiirzen herab.

Wo

us!

torrents pour down.

Where

Rettung!
Wiitend rast der Sturm.
ist

is

shelter?

Furiously on the storm rages.

Himmel, hilf uns!
Weh uns Armen!

Woe unto

Der weite Himmel entbrennt.

The sky is ablaze
As blow on blow,
The deafening thunder crashes upon

us!

Heaven help

Schmetternd krachen Schlag auf Schlag
die schweren Donner fiirchterlich.
Erschiittert vvankt die Erde
bis in des Meeres Grund.

TRIO

us!

us.

Embattled earth quakes
To the very ocean's floor.

t

AND CHORUS

Die diistren Wolken trennen sich;
gestillet ist der Sturme Wut.

The gloomy clouds now part;
The madness of the storm is stilled.

Vor ihrem Untergange

In its setting,

noch die Sonn' empor,
und von dem letzten Strahle glanzt
mit Perlenschmuck geziert die Flur.

The sun shines forth again,
And, with its dying beams,

blickt

Makes

pearls of raindrops to grace the

fields.

Zum

The cattle move back refreshed and
To their accustomed stalls.

lang gevvohnten Stalle kehrt,

gesattigt

und

erfrischt, das fette

Rind

zuriick.

Dem

Gatten ruft die Wachtel schon.
Im Grase zirpt die Grille froh.
Und aus dem Sumpfe quakt der Frosch.
Die Abendglocke tont.

The

quail

And

crickets chirp in the grass.

is

calling to his

mate

From the marshes croak the frogs.
The Angelus is tolling.
Above the stars are twinkling,

Von oben winkt der helle Stern
und ladet uns zur sanften Ruh.
Madchen, Bursche, Weiber, kommt!

Bidding us to gentle rest.
Lads and lasses,- matrons, come,

unser wartet siisser Schlaf,
wie reines Herz, gesunder Leib,

Sweet sleep invites us,
As is given the pure of heart,
the healthy body
Reward for the day's labor.

—

und Tages Arbeit ihn gewahrt.
Wir gehn, wir folgen euch.

We

come,

INTERMISSION
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we

follow.

full

AUTUMN
OVERTURE AND RECITATIVE
(The Overture depicts the husbandman's satisfaction

Was durch

What

seine Bliite der Lenz zuerst

versprach, was durch seine

Warme

hochbeladnen Wagen
der weiten Scheune

ein.

nun auf

Kaum

blossoms was
its

warmth

abundance.
the rich bounty high on

wagons; scarcely

is

barns for what his

sein

Feld hervorgebracht.

Auge

in springtime's

He heaps

fasst

Raum, was ihm

abundant harvest)

Summer brought to ripeness, now
Autumn gives the happy husbandman
in

reichen Vorrat fuhrt er

at the

promised, what through

der

Sommer reifen hiess, zeigt der Herbst
in Fiille dem frohen Landmann jetzt.
Den

/}-<"

there
fields

room

in the

have given

back.

He

umher, es misst
den aufgetiirmten Segen ab, und Freude

bounty with pleased eye, and joy

stromt

his heart to the brim.

Sein heitres

blickt

in seine Brust.

looks around his accumulated
fills

TRIO WITH CHORUS
So lohnet die Natur den
ihn ruft, ihn lacht
ihn muntert

sie

sie an,

durch Hoffnung auf,

ihm steht sie willig
ihm wirket sie, mit

Von

dir,

Thus Nature rewards honest
It calls, shows favor,

Fleiss,

Encourages with hope,
And stands ready to produce
In fullest measure.

bei,

voller Kraft.

kommt

o Fleiss,

From thee, O labor, flows every blessing.
The houses which shelter us,
The clothing which covers us,
The food which refreshes us,

alles Heil.

Die Hiitte, die uns schirmt,

uns deckt,
Die Speise, die uns nahrt,
ist deine Gab ist dein Geschenk.

die Wolle, die

O

Fleiss,

von

Du

dir

o edler

und rohe

Du

O

labor, noble

gifts to us.
toil,

from thee comes every

alles Heil.

Tugend

blessing.

Virtue flows from thee,

ein,

and coarse manners are polished.

Sitten milderst du.

wehrest Laster

und

These are thy

Fleiss,

kommt

flossest

toil;

You ward

ab,

Menschen Herz.
Du starkest Mut und Sinn
zum Guten und zu jeder Pflicht.

off vice,

and purify mankind.
You strengthen courage and
for good or duty.

reinigest der

will

RECITATIVE
zum Haselbusche dort die
Jugend eilt! An jedem Aste

hazelwood trees the boys
have run! They chin themselves on the
boughs which rain down hazelnuts like

Seht, wie

rasche

See, to the

schwinget sich der Kleinen lose Schar,
und der bewegten Staud entstiirztgleich
Hagelschau'r die lockre Frucht.

hail-stones.

Hier klimmt der junge Bau'r den hohen

Against the trunk the young farmer

Stamm

sets his ladder

and nimbly climbs it.
From the treetop hidden in the leaves he
sees his beloved and throws a nut at her

entlang die Leiter flink hinauf.

Vom

Wipfel der ihn deckt, sieht er sein
Liebchen nahn, und ihrem Tritt
entgegen fliegt dann im trauten Scherze
die

feet in intimate jest.

runde Nuss herab.
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-rV,V Vf

um

Im Garten stehn

Madchen
das

sie

jeden

gross und klein,

Baum die
dem Obste,

In the garden the girls are standing
around the trees, each fat or thin,

the sprightly color of the fruit she

klauben, an frischer Farbe gleich.

is

picking.

DUET
Ihr

Schonen aus der

Stadt,

(Lucas and Hanne)

kommt

Ye beauties of the town, come here!
See the daughters of the field
Whom neither art nor skill adorn.
Behold my Jane.

her!

an die Tochter der Natur,
die weder Putz noch Schminke ziert.
Blickt

Da

seht mein Hannchen, sent!

Ihr bliiht

Gesundheit auf den Wangen,

She blooms with health in her cheeks,
Her eyes laugh happiness;
Her heart speaks on her lips
When she vows her love to me.

im Auge lacht Zufriedenheit,

und aus dem Munde spricht das Herz,

wenn

sie

mir Liebe schwort.

Herrchen suss und

Ihr

fein, bleibt

Ye Gentlemen so sweet and
stay away!
Your false wiles are vain,
Your polished words
Will go unheaded.

weg!

schwinden eure Kiinste ganz,
und glatte Worte wirken nicht,
man gibt euch kein Gehor.
hier

fine,

Nicht Gold, nicht Pracht kann uns
verblenden,

No

Herz ist, was uns riihrt,
und meine Wiinsche sind erfullt,

An honest heart will move us,
And all my wishes will come true
When Lucas is faithful.

ein redlich

wenn

treu mir Lucas

ist.

Leaves

Blatter fallen ab,
Friichte

welken

gold nor finery will

dazzle us.

fall,

Fruit withers,

hin,

Tag und Jahr vergehn,
nur meine Liebe nicht.

Days and years pass away.
But not my love.

Schoner griint das Blatt,
siisser schmeckt die Frucht,
heller glanzt der Tag,

Greener grows the leaf,
Sweeter tastes the fruit,
The day shines brighter

wenn

When

Welch

deine Liebe spricht.

Death alone can part

Hannchen!

Lieben und geliebet werden
ist der Freuden hochster Gipfel,
des Lebens

Nun

Wonn und

To
Is

us.

die

love and be loved

the highest peak of joy,

Life's best

Gliick!

zeiget das entblosste Feld

ungebetnen Gaste Zahl,

fortune and

RECITATIVE
der
Now the new-mown
number

an den

fields disclose a

Halmen Nahrung

food on the stalks, and
far

f and, und irrend jetzt
weiter sucht. Des kleinen Raubes

bliss!

of uninvited guests,

sie

klaget nicht der

love!

Beloved Jane!
Dearest Lucas!

Bester Lucas!

ist

love speaks.

What a fortune is true
Our hearts are united;

ein Gliick ist treue Liebe!

unsre Herzen sind vereinet,
trennen kann sie Tod allein.
Liebstes

>

who found

now are

seeking

and wide. The farmer does not
complain about such little thieves;
he scarcely notices them: it is the
abundance he wishes not to be stolen.

Landmann, der ihn

kaum bemerkt; dem Ubermasse
wiinscht er doch nicht

*i
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I

ausgestellt zu sein.

Was

Whatever may make it safe he considers
good, and he is a willing slave to the
hunt, which delights his lord.

ihn dagegen

sichern mag, sieht er als Wohltat an,

und

willig

frohnt er dann zur Jagd, die

seinen guten Herrn ergotzt.

ARIA

Um

(Simon)
See yonder in the open

Seht auf die breiten Wiesen hin!
seht, wie der Hund im Grase streift!
am Boden suchet er die Spur,
und geht ihr unablassig nach.

How
He

the

hound

meadow

patrols.

seeks the scent

upon the ground;

Ceaselessly he roams.

Jetzt aber reisst Begierd

Now

er

He heeds command no more;

ihm fort!
horcht auf Ruf und Stimme nicht

mehr.
Er eilet zu haschen, da stockt sein Lauf,
nun steht er unbewegt wie Stein.

Dem

nahen Feinde zu entgehn,

blitzt, es knallt,

ihn erreichet das

The frightened
But swiftest

A

Blei,

flash
its

und wirft ihn

I3

instinct impels him;

He hastes to conquest, he
And stands still as stone.
To escape his enemy

erhebt der scheue Vogel sich,
doch rettet ihn nicht schneller Flug.
Es

521

—a

bird

flies

stops

up;

flight can't save

shot

him now;

— the bullet finds

mark,

And flings him dead from sky to ground.

tot aus der Luft herab.

RECITATIVE
Now the hares must leave their hiding
Hier treibt ein dichter Kreis die Hasen
places. Hemmed in from all sides, they
aus dem Lager auf. Von alien Seiten
hingedrangt,

hilft

have no escape. Soon they lie neatly
rows, and cheerfully are counted.

ihnen keine Flucht.

Schon fallen sie, und liegen bald
Reihen freudig hingezahlt.

in

in

CHORUS OF HUNTERS
Hear the noisy sound
That sets the forest ringing
The braying horn,
The eager, bugling hounds.

Hort das laute Geton,
das dort im Walde klinget!

Es

ist

der gellenden Horner Schall,

der gierigen

Hunde

Gebelle.

Schon flieht der aufgesprengte Hirsch;
ihm rennen die Doggen und Reiter nach.
Er

Already the leaping stag has fled
With hounds and horses in hot pursuit.
He runs, he flees! How he leaps!
How he stretches himself?

flieht! er springt!

O wie
Da

er sich streckt!

bricht er aus

Now

den Gestrauchen

he breaks out of
the brush
And runs through the

hervor,

und

—

lauft iiber Feld in das Dickicht

fields into the

thicket.

hinein!

Hunde
schwarmen

Jetzt hat er die

getauscht;

zerstreuet

sie

He has tricked the hounds!
They scatter and stray — the pack

umher.

broken up.
der Horner Klang Versammelt aufs

Tayo! tayo! The hunters' cries,
The crackling horns rally them

neue sie.
Ho! Tajo! Tajo!

Tayo! ho! tayo!

Tajo! Tajo!

Der jager Ruf,

again.
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is

Mit doppeltem Eifer sttirzet nun der
Haufe vereint auf die Fahrte los.

With doubled

Von seinen Feinden eingeholt,
an Mut und Kraften ganz erschopft
erlieget nun das schnelle Tier.

Surrounded by his enemies,
Exhausted in strength and courage,

Sein nahes Ende kiindet an

His death a song proclaims:

des tonenden Erzes Jubellied,

A
A

zeal the

pack picks up

the scent.

Behold, the fleet deer dies.

der freudigen Jager Siegeslaut:

song of joy the brasses sing,
song of victory the happy hunters
shout:

Hurray! Hurray!

Halali! Halali!

RECITATIVE
die helle
On the

Am

Rebenstocke blinket jetzt
Traub in vollem Safte, und ruft dem
Winzer freundlich zu, dass er zu lesen
sie nicht weile. Schon werden Kuf und
Fass zum Hiigel hingebracht, und aus
den Hiitten stromet zum frohen
Tagewerke das muntre Volk herbei.

they cry out to the
vintner to be gathered without delay.

joyful people stream out to join in the

happy work.

The mountain is aswarm with people.
Hear the joyful cries ringing from every
side. The work calls forth many a joke
from morn to night, and the fermenting

von Menschen
wimmelt! Hort, wie der
Freudenton von jeder Seit erschallet!
Seht, wie den Berg hinan

Die Arbeit fordert lachender Scherz
bis

zum Abend

Frohlichkeit

zum

und

new wine raises

die

of joy.

hin,

dann erhebt der brausende Most

full ripe;

Soon barrels and vats are brought to
the mountainside, and from the houses

alles

vom Morgen

vines the juicy grapes are

hanging

the happiness to shouts

Lustgeschrei.

CHORUS
Wein ist
Tonnen sind gefullt,
nun lasst uns frohlich sein,

Juchhe, juchhe! der

Hurray! Here's the wine!
The barrels have been filled,
Now let's be happy.
Hurray! Scream at the top of your lungs!

da,

die

aus vollem Halse schrein!

und

Lasst

Drink, brothers, and be happy.
Everybody sing and be happy!

trinken!

trinket, Bruder, lasst

uns frohlich

sein.

Lasst uns singen!

Hurray! Long

uns frohlich
Es lebe der Wein!
singet

alle, lasst

Es lebe das Land,

wo

er

uns

Long
Long
Long

reift!

Es lebe das Fass, das ihn verwahrt!
Es lebe der Krug, woraus er

live

the wine!

sein.

fliesst!

live

the land that ripens

live

the cask that nurtures

live

the pitchers from which

it!
it!

it

pours.

Kommt

ihr Bruder!

fiillt

leert die Becher, lasst

die

Come,

Kannen,

uns frohlich

brothers,

fill

the tankards,

Drain the glasses, and be happy.

sein.

Haida!

Nun

Now

tonen die Pfeifen und wirbelt die

Trommel.

drums

are

playing.

Hier kreischet die Fiedel, da schnarret

The

fiddles are scraping

gurdy

die Leier,

und dudelt der Bock.
Schon hupfen die Kleinen und springen
die

the fifes and

And

is

wheezing,

the bag -pipe

The children

Knaben.
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and the hurdy-

is

droning.

are skipping and leaping,

Madchen, im Arme
der Burschen, den ladlichen Reihn.

Dort fliegen

The

through the lines of
dancers on the arms of their partners.
Hurray! let's skip and jump and dance.
Scream, and be noisy, laugh and sing,
leap and dance!

die

Heisa, hopsa, lasst uns hiipfen!

Jauchzet, larmet! Springet, tanzet!
lachet, singet!

Nun

Now seize the last jug and sing in chorus

fassen wir den letzten Krug, und

singen dann in vollem Chor

girls are flying

dem

to the

happy-making wine:

freudenreichen Rebensaft!

Long

live the wine, the noble wine that
chases grief and melancholy away.

Es lebe der Wein, der edle Wein, der

und Harm verscheucht!
Sein Lob ertone laut und hoch in
Grillen

Its

praise proclaim loud and clear.

tausendfachem Jubelschall!
Be happy! Scream

Haida, lasst uns frohlich sein, aus

vollem Halse schrein,

your

at the top of

lungs!

Hurray! Hurray!

Juch! Juch!

WINTER
OVERTURE AND RECITATIVE
(The Overture paints the thick fogs at the beginning of Winter)

Nun

Now

fallen Diinste kalt herab.

chilling mists roll in.

auch die Flachen driickt, und am
Mittage selbst der Sonne matten Strahl

forth in feeble rays.

senket sich das blasse Jahr, und
Die Berg'
umhullt ein grauer Dampf, der endlich.

the dying year sinks to rest, and

Gray mist
envelops the mountains and descends to
the plains; even at noon the sun shines

verschlingt.

Aus Lapplands Hohlen
seinem Tritt erstarrt

From Lapland's icy caves Winter comes
with gloomy storms, and Nature at his
step congeals in anxious quiet.

schreitet er, der

sturmisch diistre Winter
in

jetzt.

Vor

banger

Stille

die Natur.

CAVATINA
Licht

und Leben

Light and

sind geschwachet,

Warm' und Freude

(Hanne)
life

Warmth and

sind verschwunden.

Unmutsvollen Tagen folget
schwarzer Nachte lange Dauer.

have weakened,

joy have vanished.

Dreary days follow
Lengthy nights of darkness.

RECITATIVE
Gefesselt steht der breite See,
in

gehemmt

The

seinem Laufe der Strom. Im Sturze

vom turmenden
und stumm der

its

is

fettered, the tied

The

is

chained

waterfalls stock

still

in

and

mute hang from the towering rocks. In
barren fields no sound is heard. The
meadows and the valleys stand covered

Felsen hangt, gestocket
Wasserfall.

sea

course.

Im diirren

Haine tont kein Laut. Die Felder deckt,
fiillt ein' ungeheure Flockenlast. by a monstrous weight of snowflakes.
The earth is a picture of a grave where
Der Erde Bild ist nun ein Grab, wo
Kraft und Reiz erstorben liegt, wo
strength and charm lie dead, where
Leichenfarbe traurig herrscht, und wo
death's pallor rules, and where only
dem Blicke weit umher nur ode
bleak wasteland is seen.

die Taler

Wiistenei sich zeigt.
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ARIA

(Lucas)

Here stands a wanderer,
Bewildered and confused,
Which way to take.

Hier steht der Wandrer nun,
verwirrt und zweifelhaft,
wohin den Schritt er lenken

soil.

Vainly he seeks the path;

Vergebens suchet er den Weg,
ihn leitet weder Pfad noch Spur,

Neither footprint nor lane guides him.
He stretches every nerve

vergebens strenget er sich an,
und watet durch den tiefen Schnee,
et findt sich

immermehr

Dragging through the drifted snow

Only

verirrt.

to find himself

more confused.

ihm der Mut,
und Angst beklemmt sein Herz,
da er den Tag sich neigen sieht,
und Miidigkeit und Frost
ihm alle Glieder lahmt.

His courage sinks,
Fear clutches his heart

Doch plotzlich trifft sein spahend Aug'
der Schimmer eines nahen Lichts.

Suddenly his watchful eye
Catches the shimmer of a near-by light.

Da

He

Jetzt sinket

As he

And

and exhaustion
Reach every limb.

wieder auf,
vor Freude pocht sein Herz.
lebt er

Er geht, er

wo

starr

eilt

er

lives again,

His heart throbs with joy.
He goes, he runs to the cottage

der Hiitte zu,

und matt

sees the daylight running out

frost

Labung

Where, numbed and wet,

hofft.

his spirit

revives.

RECITATIVE
As he nears, he hears, first freightened
by the howling wind, the noises of

So wie er naht, schallt in sein Ohr,
durch heulende Winde nur erst
geschreckt, heller

Klang. Die

Stimmen

warme Stube

cheerful voices.

lauter

zeigt

ihm dann

des Dorfchens Nachbarschaft, vereint

im trauten Kreise, den Abend zu
verkiirzen, mit leichter Arbeit

The warm room is filled

with neighbors of the little village,
sitting in a circle, shortening the evening
with light work and gossip. At the
fireplace the fathers are babbling about
their youth; fixing wicker baskets with
willows and weaving nets, the sons
make a happy group. The mothers are at
the spindles while their daughters are at
the wheel. A lively song lightens their
work.

und

Gesprach. Am Ofen schwatzen hier vor
ihrer Jugendzeit die Vater. Zu Korb und
Reuse flicht die Weidengert, und Netze
strickt der Sonne muntrer Haufe dort.
Am Rocken spinnen die Mutter, am
laufenden Rade die Tochter; und ihrem
Fleiss belebt ein ungekiinstelt frohes

SONG WITH CHORUS
Knurre, schnurre, knurre,
schnurre, Radchen, schnurre!
Drille,

Radchen, lang und

drille fein ein

mir

zum

Spin

fein,

my

wheel, so long and fine,

Spin a thread quite thin and fine,

Fadelein

Busenschleier!

Weber, webe zart und

webe

Groaning, whirring, turning,
Spin, my wheel, keep turning!

Fit for

bosom's

veiling.

Weaver, weave quite

fein,

Weaving

fein das Schleierlein

light

e'er this veil of

and

fine,

mine,

mir zur Kirmesfeier.

Fit for

Aussen blank und innen rein
muss des Madchens Busen sein,
wohl deckt ihn der Schleier!

Outward smooth and pure within

feast-day wearing.

Covered with the

Must
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a

veil

you spin

maiden's bosom be.

Aussen blank und innen rein,
fleissig, fromm und sittam sein,
locket wackre Freier!

Abgesponnen

ist

Outward smooth and pure within
Diligent and chaste, will win

Suitors brave and charming.

RECITATIVE
nun stehn
Now the flax is wound, and the spinning

der Flachs,

wheels stand still. The circle narrows,
and surrounded by the men, Jane tells a
tale to amuse them.

Da wird der Kreis
verengt und von dem Mannervolk

die

Rader

still.

umringt, zu horchen auf die neue Mar,
Hanne jetzt erzahlen wird.

die

SONG WITH CHORUS
Ein

Madchen, das auf Ehre
Edelmann,

A

hielt,

da er schon langst auf

Komm,
sie rief

ach

ja,

vom

"Come,

Why

nicht nein?

und schenke mir dein Herz!
denn meine Lieb ist treu gesinnt,

me

kiss

She cried

Sei ruhig, sprach er, liebes Kind,

in fear

yes, that

I

his horse to say:

my

quick,

dove."

and trembling,
would love!"

"Why —

Hey, hey, ho, ho,

why

"Be calm," he

"my dear sweet child,

I

my

give

said,

or jest

nicht Leichsinn oder Scherz.

My

love for

you

Dich mach ich glucklich!
nimm dies Geld, den Ring, die goldne Uhr,
und hab ich sonst was dir gefallt,

"Ill

make you happy!

o sag's und fordre nur.

Just ask for anything."

Take

And

this
if all

not say no?

heart to you;

No mockery

is

is this,

true."

money, watch of gold, and
this is not enough,

ring,

Hey, hey, ho, ho, that sounds quite good!

das klingt recht fein.

Ei, ei, ei, ei,

way

quite a

He jumped down from

Pferd und sprach:

von Herzen gern!

warum

kept her honor clean

a nobleman, who, by mere chance,
Did meet her one fine day.

kiisse deinem Herrn!
vor Angst und Schrecken: Ach!

Ei, ei, ei, ei

who

By

sie gezielt,

traf er allein sie an.

Er stieg sogleich

maid,

Was seen from

liebt' einst ein

war viel gewagt,
mein Bruder mocht es sehn,
und wenn er's meinem Vater sagt,
wie wird mir's dann ergehn!

"No, no" said she, "that's not so good;
My brother might just see,
And if he told my father wow!
That's not so good for me!"

Er ackert uns hier allzunah,

"He's plowing

sonst konnt es wohl geschehn.

Or

Nein, sagt

sie,

das

—

all

too close to us,

Schaut nur von jenem Hugel, da
konnt ihr ihn ackern sehn!

would be fun.
Look over yonder hillside there,
You'll see where he's begun."

Ho, ho, was

Ho, ho, hey, hey,

soil

das sein?

rief sie,

it

And while

Indem der Junker geht und sieht,
Schwingt sich das lose Kind
auf seinen Rappen und entflieht
geschwinder als der Wind.
Lebt wohl,

else

is

fun?

this for

the squire

went

off to look,

She jumped as quick's could be

Upon

the horse that he'd forsook.

Fleet as the

"Good

mein gnadger Herr,

wind rode

she.

health," she cried,

"my noble

knight,
so rach ich

meine Schmach!

Ganz eingewurzelt
und gaft

ihr

Your

staunend nach.

Ha, ha, das war recht

insult

now

is

done."

And quite astonished by the
He knew the girl had won!"

stehet er

sight,

Ha, ha, ho, ho, that's neatly done.

fein.
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RECITATIVE
From

Vom

durren Oste dringt ein scharfer
Eishauch jetzt hervor. Schneidend
fahrt er durch die Luft, verzehret jeden

the barren east a fierce ice storm

blows up. Slicing through the air, it cuts
the fog and even stifles the animals'
breath. The victory of that grim tyrant

Dunst und hascht des Tieres Odem
selbst. Des grimmigen Tyranns des
Winters Sieg ist nun vollbracht und
stummer Schrecken driickt den ganzen

Winter

is

now

complete;

dumb

terror

whole of Nature.

strikes the

Umfang der Natur.

AND

ARIA
Erblicke hier, betorter

RECITATIVE

ist

Consider,

dein kurzer Lenz,

erschopfet deines

Schon welkt dein

Sommers Kraft.
Herbst dem Alter

schon naht der bleiche Winter
und zeiget dir das offne Grab.

Wo
die

O

deluded man
This picture of your life.
Faded is your short Spring,
Exhausted is you summer's strength.

Mensch,

erblicke deines Lebens Bild!

Verbliihet

(Simon)

Already your autumn has withered into
old age
Already pallid winter draws near

zu,

sich,

And

points you to the waiting grave.

sind sie nun, die hoh'n Entwiirfe,

Where

Hoffnungen von

High hopes of fortune,
The seeking after idle fame,
The heavy weight of cares?

Gliick,

Sucht nach eitlem Ruhme,
der Sorgen schwere Last?
die

are ye

now,

lofty schemes,

Wo sind sie nun, die Wonnetage,
verschwelgt in Uppigkeit?
Und wo die frohen Nachte

Gobbled up

in fleshliness?

And where

are ye,

im Taumel durchgewacht?

Passed sleepless in revelry?

Wo

Where are ye now? Where?
They have vanished like a dream.

nun? wo?
Verschwunden sind sie wie
Nur Tugend bleibt!

Where

sind sie

ein

Traum!

Only virtue

Sie bleibt allein, und leitet uns
unwandelbar durch Zeit und
Jahreswechsel, durch Jammer oder
Freude, bis zu dem hochsten Ziele

zum neuen Dasein

hin.

The heavenly gates will open,
The holy mountain will appear,
The Lord's dwelling place,
Where rest and peace abide.

sich,

Friede thront.

Who

darf durch diese Pforte gehn?

Der Arges mied und Gutes

Wer

break,

Free from pain and death forever.

frei.

der heilge Berg erscheint,
ihn kront des Herren Zelt,

Wer

lasts!

Then the glorious morning will
The promise of the Almighty
Wakes us to new life

uns,

von Pein und Tod auf immer

wo Ruh und

happy nights

goal.

Morgen an,
Wort erweckt

Die Himmelspforten offnen

O

It alone remains and guides us eternally
through time and change of seasons,
through misery or joy to our highest

bricht der grosse

der Allmacht zweites

now, ye days of pleasure,

AND DOUBLE CHORUS

TRIO
Dann

are ye

shall enter into these gates?

He who shuns

tat!

Who

darf besteigen diesen Berg?
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evil

shall climb this

and does good.
mountain?

Von dessen Lippen Wahrheit floss!
Wer darf in diesem Zelte wohnen?
Der Armen und Bedrangten half!
Wer wird den Frieden dort geniessen?

He whose

speak truth.
Who shall dwell in this holy place?
He who has helped the poor and needy.
Who shall enjoy its peace?
He who gave shelter and justice to the

Der Schutz und Recht der Unschuld
gab!

O
O

lips

innocent.

sent, der grosse

Morgen

Behold, the glorious morning dawns!

naht!

Behold,

sent, er leuchtet schon!

Die Himmelspforten offnen

shines already.

The heavenly portals open,
The holy mountain shines forth!

sich,

der heilge Berg erscheint!

Voruber

it

Gone, vanished are the sorrow-laden
days of life's wintery storms!

sind, verbrauset sind die

leidenvollen Tage,

des Lebens Winterstiirme!
Ein ew'ger Fruhling herrscht,

und

Eternal Spring reigns at last

and boundless blessedness will be
the reward of the righteous.

grenzenlose Seligkeit wird der

Gerechten Lohn!

Auch uns werd

May

such reward at last come to us!
Let us work, let us strive,
Let us await it, and let us gain it

einst ein solcher Lohn!

Lasst uns wirken, lasst uns streben!

Lasst uns kampfen, lasst uns harren,

zu erringen diesen Preis!

at the last.

singen wir. Dann gehn wir ein
in deines Reiches Herrlichkeit!

Guide us by thy hand, O God.
Renew in us courage and strength.
Then shall we sing and go forth
Into the glory of thy kingdom.

Amen!

Amen.

Uns

leite

deine Hand, o Gott!

verleih uns Stark

und Mut!

Dann

CLIP

AND REDEEM AT DEERSKIN
|

10% off any purchase
at Deerskin,
the No. 1 Leather Store
Everything in Leather, Fashions, Accessories, Footwear.

When you

our Deerskin store in Lenox,
bring this ad with you. We'll deduct 10% from
the total amount of your purchase.
visit

Danvers • Pembroke • Framingham • Lenox

DEERSKIN
TRADING POST

615 Pittsfield-Lenox Road (Rte. 20) Lenox, Mass.
Coupon good thru Oct. 1. 1978. Discount does not apply to sale merchandise.
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Antiques

—

12 unusual shops

Distinquished

ANTIQUES
from England
SHIPMENTS ARRIVE CONTINUOUSLY
The Arcade

is a re-creation of mid- 1800's shops and "stalls" of Camden Passage, Islington,
London, England, and is located indoors in a recently refurbished barn on the former
Walter Pritchard Eaton estate at the junction of Under Mountain Road (Rt. 41 and
)

Berkshire School

Road

-

Sheffield, Massachusetts

Antiques and almost Completely Exhaustable Collectables
From Connecticut
Rte. 7 to Sheffield.

Twin

Fires

Arcade

berkshire school rd

& route 41

Sheffield, mass. (413)

229-8307

Hours: Open Daily 10 a.m.

-

5

p.m.

Turn

left

on

Berkshire School Rd. Following
to Twin Fires Antiques.

From Lenox:
Rte

7 to Sheffield.

Turn

right

on

Berkshire School Rd. Follow to

Twin

Fires Antiques.

From New York:
Toconic Parkway

to

Route 23

-

right to #41 -right on 41 (3 miles)
to Antiques.
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ARTISTS
Robert Tear

A

graduate of King's College,

bridge, tenor Robert Tear

Cam-

began

his

career as an oratorio singer. Since

then he has worked with most of the
world's leading conductors, including
Sir Georg Solti, Herbert von Karajan,
Lorin Maazel, Leonard Bernstein,
Daniel Barenboim, Colin Davis, and
Zubin Mehta. He has appeared in the
major music centers of the United
States and Europe has been reengaged at Covent Garden, Scottish Opera, and Aix-en-Provence. Mr. Tear
has recorded over 100 records on the major labels, covering a repertoire

from Monteverdi

to Britten.

1978-79 Mr. Tear will appear with the Los Angeles Philharmonic in
Los Angeles and New York, and he will record for Deutsche Grammophon
with the Chicago Symphony. In Europe Mr. Tear will appear at Covent
Garden, La Scala, Paris Opera, Scottish Opera, and with the London
Philharmonic, the London National Philharmonic, and the BBC Symphony.
He will also record for EMI/Angel Records.
In

John Shirley-Quirk
Born

in Liverpool, bass-baritone

John

Shirley-Quirk began his musical
on the violin there, studying
later with Roy Henderson. In the field
of opera he has been most closely
associated with the English Opera
Group and with the Scottish Opera.
studies

Benjamin Britten created several roles
for

him including the multiple

characters in Death

in

Venice, in

which

he made his highly acclaimed 1974
Metropolitan Opera debut in the first American performance of this work.
He has also performed the work at Aldeburgh and Covent Garden and at
the Edinburgh and Venice Festivals, and repeated it this past spring in
Covent Garden's revival. In July of 1977 Mr. Shirley-Quirk appeared in Sir
Michael Tippett's The Ice Break at Covent Garden. For Scottish Opera his
recent performances have included Don Alfonso in Cos) fan tutte, Count
Almaviva in Le nozze di Figaro, Mittenhofer in Henze's Elegy for Young Lovers,
and the title role of Don Giovanni. He has also appeared in several major
television productions including Owen Wingrave, Billy Budd, Le nozze di Figaro,
and Eugene Onegin. Mr. Shirley-Quirk appears regularly at the major concert
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Europe and America, with conductors including Pierre
Andre Previn, Eugene Ormandy, and Sir
Georg Solti. His 1977-78 engagements included performances with the
Boston Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic,
the Pittsburgh Symphony, among others. Also renowned for his
recordings, Mr. Shirley-Quirk's discography extends to over eighty
recordings on every major label.
halls

and

festivals in

Boulez, Colin Davis, Lorin Maazel,

Martin Isepp
Born

in

Vienna, Martin Isepp emi-

grated to England in 1938, where he

an accompanist in
the London studio of his mother,
Helene Isepp, the teacher of
Heather Harper and Dame Janet
Baker, among others. Since then he
has accompanied many of the world's

began

his career as

leading singers on both sides of the

and was named by Gerald
mfL-Mr
mm
his retirement as one of
f
his chief successors. Mr. Isepp is also a specialist in harpsichord continuo
playing, appearing with the Handel Opera Society of New York in their
festivals and recordings.
Mr. Isepp is also known as a teacher and vocal coach, associated with the
English Opera Group in its early days, and during recent years with the
Glyndebourne Festival Opera. Between 1973 and 1977 he was Head of the
Opera Training Department at the Juilliard School of Music and has given
an annual Master Class in Lieder at the Banff Center, Alberta, Canada
since 1975. Last summer Mr. Isepp left the Juilliard School and returned to
England to assume the duties as Head of the Music Staff at Glyndebourne.
He has also been appointed Head of Musical Studies at the newly-formed
National Opera Studio in London. Future plans include an autumn visit to
Australia for Lieder Master Classes and recitals in the major musical
centers of Europe and America.
Atlantic,

Moore upon

\

Arthur Fiedler
The 1978 Boston Pops season marked
the 49th year that a unique partnership

— Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops —

brought music lovers from all over the
country and the world to Symphony
Hall. At the close of this season,
Mr. Fiedler had conducted the Pops for
four seasons longer than all of his
predecessors combined, and through his
originality, his warm and sometimes
mysterious stage presence, and his
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inimitable style, the distinguished white-haired gentleman

on the poduim

has become one of Boston's best known, best loved citizens.
He was born in Boston on 17 December 1894, his background

European musical tradition. His father, Emanuel Fiedler,
was an Austrian-born violinist who played in the Boston Symphony for 25
years. His mother was a gifted pianist and musician who gave young
Arthur his first piano lessons, which he admits were along with the
practicing, a chore. He was schooled at the Prince Grammar School, and
Boston Latin until his father retired from the Orchestra and took the
family back to Austria. But that was not before Arthur had absorbed some
of the music and culture that belongs to Boston He worked in publishing
houses in Vienna and Berlin, and then entered the Royal Academy in Berlin
to study violin, piano, and conducting.
Fiedler returned to Boston at the start of World War I, and in 1915
joined the BSO under Karl Muck. He was not only a violinist, but played as
orchestra violist, pianist, organist, and percussionist as well.
In 1924, he formed and was the conductor of the Boston Sinfonietta, a
chamber orchestra made up of BSO members. Then in an effort to bring as
much music to the public as possible, he initiated a campaign of several
years for a series of free outdoor concerts. His efforts were rewarded in
1929 with the first Esplanade concert on the Charles River. In 1954, to
celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of those concerts, the Arthur Fiedler
Foot Bridge was dedicated over what is now Storrow Drive. He was
appointed the eighteenth conductor of the Boston Pops in 1930.
deeply rooted

in

Arthur Fiedler has long been a national figure. Under his direction, the
Boston Pops has been recorded more than any other orchestra in the
world. One example alone (Jalousie, a piece by Jacob Gade) has reached the
million mark, and today the total sales of Pops albums, singles, tapes, and
cassettes has surpassed fifty million.

and conductor,
but as a leading citizen as well. At a 1977 White House ceremony,
Mr. Fiedler was a recipient of the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
"Excellence is its own reward," former President Ford told the recipients,
"You are the men and women who have used that freedom to achieve
excellence. Your outstanding accomplishments have made our lives better,
and set stirring examples for others to follow."
Fiedler has not only distinguished himself as a musician

A month later, Mr. Fiedler was awarded the Freedoms Foundation
American Exemplar Award. "He has created new generations of American
music lovers," the Awards program read, "and
through a blending of
classics, rock, jazz, and pop styles
has broadened the tastes of serious
listeners and given scores of young Americans their first experience with

—

—

the classics."

He has received honorary degrees from many
among them Harvard and Dartmouth, which he

educational institutions,
received in 1976.

A few

numerous other awards include the Morality in Media Award, the
Sword of Loyola, the Stereo Review Award, and the National Arts

his

Club Award.
Mr. Fiedler has been closely associated with the San Francisco Pops
Orchestra for more than a quarter of a century. In the U.S., he has
conducted the Boston and Chicago Symphonies, the Cleveland and
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of

Philadelphia Orchestras, and the

major orchestras
and Canada.

in

New

York Philharmonic. He has

also led

Europe, South America, Africa, Australia,

Gunther Schuller

New

England Conservatory's president from 1967 until
1977, was born in New York City
on 22 November 1925. At the age of
twelve he joined the St. Thomas
Choir School as a boy soprano, also
taking up the study of composition
(with Dr. T. Tertius Noble), flute, and
later French horn. When he was
sixteen, he began to play pro-

Gunther

Schuller,

fessionally, including the

American

premiere of Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony with the New York
Philharmonic under Toscanini, and a year later he joined the Ballet Theatre
Orchestra under Antal Dorati. That year he also became solo French horn
player with the Cincinnati Symphony, and the next year he performed his
own Horn Concerto with that orchestra under Eugene Goosens. From the
time he was nineteen until 1959 he played with the Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra. Since then he has been a guest conductor with every major
symphony orchestra in the United States. He has also appeared throughout
Europe, with the BBC Symphony, the Philharmonic Orchestra of London,
the French Radio Orchestra, the Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian
Radio, and the Tonhalle Orchestra of Zurich, among others. His
compositions include Symphony for Brass and Percussion, Concerto for
Orchestra (commissioned for the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Chicago
Symphony), Spectra (commissioned by Dimitri Mitropoulos for the New
York Philharmonic), Seven Studies on Themes of Paul Klee (commissioned by the
Ford Foundation for the Minneapolis Orchestra), and The Visitation (written
for the Hamburg State Opera). Mr. Schuller has recently finished a second
Horn Concerto for the renowned horn virtuoso, Barry Tuckwell, and a
work for two orchestras, Deai, which was given its world premiere by the
Boston Symphony and the Toho School Orchestra in March 1978. He is
at present working on a trumpet concerto on a commission from the Ford
Foundation for Gerald Schwarz.
Mr. Schuller was acting head of the Composition Department of the
Berkshire Music Center from 1963 to 1965, when he became head of the
department, succeeding Aaron Copland. Before becoming President of the
New England Conservatory, he taught at Yale University, and in 1969 he
became Artistic Director of the Berkshire Music Center with Seiji Ozawa.
He has written two books which were published by Oxford University
Press: Horn Technique (1962), and Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development
(1968). For the latter he received the ASCAP Deems Taylor Award for
1970 and he is currently working on a second volume.
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Joseph Silverstein
Joseph Silverstein joined the Boston
Symphony Orchestra in 1955 at the
age of 23. He has been Assistant
Conductor since the beginning of the

1971-72 season, Concertmaster since
1962. A native of Detroit, he began
his musical studies with his father, a
violin teacher, and later attended the
Curtis Institute. His teachers have
included Joseph Gingold, Mischa
Mischakoff, and Efrem Zimbalist.
Mr. Silverstein has appeared as soloist with the orchestras of Detroit,
Denver, Los Angeles, New York, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, and
Rochester, and abroad in Jerusalem and Brussels. He appears regularly as
soloist with the Boston Symphony-and conducts the Orchestra frequently.
He has also conducted, among others, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the
Rochester Philharmonic, and the Jerusalem Symphony. In 1959 he was one
of the winners of the Queen Elisabeth of Belgium International Competition,
and in 1960 he won the Walter W. Naumburg Award.
Mr. Silverstein is first violinist and Music Director of the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players and led their 1967 tour to the Soviet Union, Germany, and
England. He has participated with this group in many recordings for RCA
Victor and Deutsche Grammophon and recently recorded works of Mrs.
H.H.A. Beach and Arthur Foote for New World Redords with pianist Gilbert
Kalish. He is Chairman of the Faculty of the Berkshire Music Center at
Tanglewood, and Assistant Professor of Music at Boston University.
Recently, Mr. Silverstein led the Boston University Symphony Orchestra
to a silver medal prize in the Herbert von Karajan Youth Orchestra
Competition in Berlin. Mr. Silverstein will assume the post of interim
Music Director of the Toledo Symphony in the 1979-80 season.

Shlomo Mintz
Russian-born Israeli violinist Shlomo
Mintz was born in 1957 and studied
under the renowned teacher Ilona
Feher. Mr. Mintz was selected by
Zubin Mehta to replace an indisposed
Itzhak Perlman in a performance of
the Paganini Concerto in D major
with the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra, and since that time he has
performed with every major musical

Under the
continuing guidance and encouragement of Isaac Stern, and with the help
of scholarship grants from the America-Israel Cultural Foundation, the
organization in

Israel.
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and Aspen Music Festival, Mr. Mintz has been able to
develop his career. He made his American debut four seasons ago at
Carnegie Hall with the Pittsburgh Symphony under William Steinberg,
playing Bruch's Concerto No. 1 in G minor.
Mr. Mintz has performed with Antal Dorati and the National Symphony
Orchestra, as well as appearing with the Berlin Philharmonic, the Vienna
Symphony, the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra, and the English
Chamber orchestra. This past season his performances included
appearances with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra and the Montreal
Symphony, in addition to recitals in both North America and Europe.
Among his future engagements will be performances with the orchestras
of Cleveland, Los Angeles at Hollywood Bowl, Detroit, Dallas, Seattle, San
Francisco, Phoenix, and Victoria, British Columbia, plus a European tour
that includes appearances with the London Philharmonic Orchestra and
L'Orchestre de Paris, both conducted by Daniel Barenboim, the Hamburg
Norddeutsche Rundfunk, the Frankfurt Radio Orchestra, the Frankfurt
Opera Orchestra, and concerts and recitals in Rotterdam, Basel, Cologne,
and Munich.
Juilliard School,

Phyllis Bryn-Julson

Born

in

North Dakota of Norwegian

i

parents, Phyllis Bryn-Julson received a
full

scholarship to Concordia College,

where she spent two years studying
piano, organ, violin, and voice. She
received both her Bachelor's and
Master's degrees in music from
Syracuse University, and it was
during her junior year there that she
made her Carnegie Hall debut.
Miss Bryn-Julson began her long
association with the Berkshire Music Center during her student years
when Gunther Schuller, impressed after hearing her sight-sing a difficult
piece, invited her to come to Tanglewood. She received a scholarship and
studied at the Berkshire Music Center for four summers, working with Mr.
Schuller, and Erich Leinsdorf among others, and performing many solo
assignments with the Boston Symphony and Berkshire Music Center
Orchestras. While at Tanglewood, she received the Fromm Foundation
Scholarship, the High-Fidelity Magazine Award, and the CompositionPerformance Award.
Ampng the orchestras with which Miss Bryn-Julson has appeared
are the New York Philharmonic, the Boston Symphony, the National aryi
San Francisco Symphonies, and the Louisville Orchestra. She was selected to
participate in the United States/United Kingdom Bicentennial Exchange
Fellowship Program.
Miss Bryn-Julson has recorded on the Columbia, Nonesuch, Vox, CRI,
Odyssey, and Edici labels. She is a member of the Washington (D.C.)
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Theatre Chamber Players, and

Maryland

is

on the faculty of the University of

Miss Bryn-Julson
for voice and organ with her husband, Donald

at College Park. In addition to solo recitals,

gives joint recitals

Sutherland.
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Lorna Cooke deVaron
Lorna Cooke deVaron

is

a

graduate of

Wellesley College, where she studied

music theory and harmony with Nadia
Boulanger. She received her M.A. in
Music from Radcliffe College, where
she was Assistant Conductor of the
Radcliffe Choral Society under
G. Wallace Woodworth, and studied
composition with Walter Piston and—
Archibald Davison. In 1944, at the age
of twenty-five, Mrs. deVaron was
appointed to the faculty of Bryn Mawr College as Assistant Professor. She
came to the New England Conservatory faculty in 1947, and joined the
faculty of the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood in 1953 after having
studied choral conducting with Robert Shaw.
As director of the choral Department at the Conservatory, Mrs. deVaron
regularly prepares the Chorus for its performances with the BSO. After
successfully leading the Chorus on tours of Spain and the Soviet Union in
1966, Mrs. deVaron received the City of Boston Medal for Distinguished
Achievement as the first American woman ever to have conducted a mixed
ensemble in Europe. She was awarded the Radcliffe College Graduate
Society Medal in 1972, and recently spent four weeks in Israel where she
was one of the guest conductors at the 10th Zimirya Festival of Choruses.
While in Israel, she taught choral conducting workshops for a week at the
Summer Institute of the Academy of Music at the University of Jerusalem.

The New England Concervatory Chorus
Founded

in

1947 by

its

director,

Lorna Cooke deVaron, to provide

professional training for future singers, educators, and conductors, the

New

England Conservatory Chorus has long been a vital performing group
in Boston. In addition to performances at the Conservatory's Jordan Hall,
the Chorus has sung for more than twenty-five consecutive seasons with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, both at Symphony Hall and at
Tanglewood. The Chorus has also made extensive tours of the United
States, Europe, and the Soviet Union. Of the many recordings made with
the Boston Symphony, four have received the Grand Prix du Disque of
France, and that featuring Carl Orff's Carmina Burana and the Mozart
Requiem brought honors from the National Academy of Recording Arts and
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The New England Conservatory Chorus has been

Sciences.

priviledged over

the years to perform under such eminent conductors as Charles Munch,
Erich Leinsdorf, Leonard Bernstein, Seiji Ozawa, Colin Davis, Aaron

Copland, Nadia Boulanger, Randall Thompson, William Steinberg, Gunther
Schuller, Robert Shaw, and Michael Tilson Thomas. The Chorus has given
many first performances of new works, the most recent with the Boston
Symphony being Chronicles by Seymour Shifrin in October of 1976 for the
International Society of Contemporary Music. Janet McGhee, associate
conductor of the chorus, has helped prepare the chorus for The Seasons

performance.

Exclusive Treasures
Designed for you alone!
Create a unique remembrance for yourself or
your loved one. We will custom-make, with
precious jewels, a musical instrument, yacht,
animal or any meaningful personal design.
Color facsimile and estimate at no charge.

18kt. gold

and platinum pin
55 diamonds
weighing

FH06RICIO"

1.24 carats.

Jewelers

$6,000

1500 Main Street, Baystate West, Springfield 01114
For Appointment or Information, Call 413-781-2220

erksbire
ummer festival
6 days 5 nights

Per person dbl occup 1
plus tx & tips

-Delux

AN ATMOSPHERE OF OLD VIENNA
To

All

the music of Strauss

VIENNESE

-

Rt.

Accommodations

admissions

PILLOW,

Wines & Beers

Over the mountain from Tangle wood,

QQ50

to:

TANGLEWOOD,

BERKSHIRE PLAYHOUSE JACOB S

CONTINENTAL MENU

Cocktails, Imported

meals

X «/0

GOURMET DINING
IN

1 1

STORROWTON

Naumkeag.Chesterwood... Corner
House. Hancock Shaker Village. ..Scenic
tours... S wimming ... tennis... golf... & more
plus

22 South

Lunch and Dinner, 7 Days
RESERVATIONS REQUESTED:

f~Vrtite

or call direct for free brochure to

Oak riSpruce resort—

Telephone: (518) 392-2233

south

Rt. 22, Austertitz, N.Y.
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lee,

ma. 01260

•

1-800-628-5073

H

GooKERy
BooKERy

3fra

COOKBOOKS
EXCLUSIVELY

THE INN AT

OUT OF PRINT

HUNTINGTON

RARE

Dedicated To The
Classical Tradition
of

:u,%%

CURRENT

WED.-SUN.

Dining

AFTER 2
FINE BOOKS

FINE CUISINE

WORTHINCTON

RD. (RTE. 112)

HUNTINGTON, MA
(413) 667-3633

BETWEEN

LEE

& WESTFIELD- RTE. 20 TO

112

Opera
MARCELLA SEMBRICH

Museum
Exhibition of significant
of the celebrated
concert and opera singer

mementos

A New Face in
New England Music
A "Grady Glow" Face

Also many souvenirs of her
noted colleagues in the world of
music and art

Located on Route 9N at
Bolton Landing. N Y

•5
•£»•
-.

«».Open to visitors without charge
r July 1 thru Labor Day Daily and
Sunday. 10 to 12 30

am

2 to 5 30 p

40% OFF
on

all

The big talent and beautiful skin belong to
chamber group flutist, Karin Daring. New to the
Boston area from Syracuse, N.Y. where she
studied under renowned flutist, John Oberbrunner of the Syracuse Symphony, Karin is a
very particular young woman.

m

LIST

Karin knows that good skin care habits, like
musical talent, should be developed from youth,
and practiced through life. Based on our experience we know that, at least when itcomes to skin,

regular line

D.G. and PHILLIPS

never too late

it's

to learn.

Complimentary Consultation and
Skin Analysis. Let one of our professional EstheCall today for a
ticians

910 South

St.

•

At least 1/3 off
1 1

30

-

6:00

Ptttsfl«ld,
all

records

Monday

Mau
at all

show you

the

ELIZ4BE1H

01201
times

GB4DY

thru Saturday

v

Stop in & let us put you
on our mailing list.
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FACE FIRS /

way

to

your Grady Glow.

39 Newbury Street
Boston 536-4447

200 Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill 964-6470

M

James Pappoutsakis

Rolland Tapley

Farewell and Thanks
Five

members

will leave the

of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra at the

conclusion of the Tanglewood season.
They are violinist Rolland Tapley who
joined in 1920; James Pappoutsakis,
flute, who joined in 1937; Gerard
Goguen, trumpet, who joined in 1952;
Peter Gordon, horn, who joined in
1976; and Bass Clarinettist, Felix
Viscuglia

who

joined in 1966.

Gerard Goguen

Peter

Gordon

Berkshire Music Center
Fellowship Program 1978

^h ran

Violins

Jan Karlin, Brookline, Mass.

Alexander Boder, U.S.S.R.

R. Amory Thorndike Fellowship
Ah-Ling Neu, San Francisco, Cal.

Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship

Craig Burket, Englewood Cliffs,
Arthur Fiedler Financial Aid

Marie Peebles, Hamilton, Ontario
CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship
Cathryn Robbins, Salt Lake City, Utah

N.J.

Fund Fellowship

Kathleen Butler, Wayne,

Rosamund Sturgis Brooks
Memorial Fellowship
Michael Strauss, Cheltenham, Penn.
Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship
Julie Westgate, Calgary, Alberta

N.J.
Frelinghuysen Foundation Fellowship

Elizabeth Field, Lexington, Mass.
Katie Fletcher, Colebrook, Conn.
C. Dean Franke, Willowdale, Ontario
CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship
Kyung-Soon Hahn, Seoul, Korea

Ada Holding

Waldo Hunter, Midland, Georgia

Cellos

Peter Jaffe, Berkeley, Cal.
Irene & David Bernstein Fellowship
Kathrin Korngold, North Hollywood, Cal.

Lila

Sallie

Leverenz, Naperville,

A. Eisemann Fellowship

Laura Blustein, Santa Monica, Cal.
Scovell Fellowship

Phoebe Carrai, Wakefield, Mass.

111.

Kandell Fellowship

U.S. Components Inc. Fellowship

Ann Ourada,

Ainsworth, Houston, Texas

Selly

Alan

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Miller Fellowship

Robert Cohen, London, England

Buffalo, Minn.

English -Speaking Union Fellowship

Orleton Charitable Trust Fellowship

Eric Edberg,

Tampa,

Florida

Christiane Pors, Charlottesville, Virginia
George E. Judd Fellowship
Sarah Reed, Guilford, Conn.
Arthur M. Abell Fellowship

Marian Voorhees Buttenheim Fellowship
Virginia Kron, Flagstaff, Arizona

Mayumi

Julia Lichten,

William

Victor Alpert Fellowship

New Haven, Conn.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Michael Peebles, Hamilton, Ontario
Laura Sewell, Minneapolis, Minn.

Shimizu, Yokohama, Japan

&

Mary

Greve Fellowship

Alex Shum, Hong Kong
Carlotta
Siri

M.

Dreyfus Fellowship

Smedvig, Seattle, Wash.

&

jane

Berkshire Eagle Fellowship

Wyatt Sutherland,

William H. Ryan Fellowship

Jeffersonville, Ind.

David Stewart, No. Vancouver, B.C.
Kathryn Stewart, No. Vancouver, B.C.

Kohji Yanagida, Kyoto, Japan

Bank Fellowship
Fudeko Takahashi, Ogaki, Gitu, Japan

Basses

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Berkshire County Savings

Drew

Seiji Ozawa Fellowship
Yutaka Tanaka, Tokyo, Japan
Joan Yamauchi, Spokane, Wash.

Campbell, Wellesley, Mass.

Adams

Super Markets Corp. Fellowship

Catherine Garrett, Dearborn, Mich.
Koussevitzky

Claudette Sorel Fellowship

Music Foundation Fellowship

David Murray, Halifax, Nova Scotia
Violas

Kimberly-Clark Foundation Fellowship

Katherine Askew, Houston, Texas

Brian Robinson, Scarborough, Ontario
Red Lion Inn Fellowship

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Timothy Shaffer, Gothenburg, Neb.

Janet Casey, Medford, Mass.
Frieda & Samuel Strassler Foundation

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
David Stallsmith, Cincinnati, Ohio

Fellowship

Yvonne DeRoller, Delevan, N.Y.
Ralph Fielding, Deerfield,
Leo

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

111.

Wasserman Foundation Fellowship

Flutes

Lynn Johnson, Great Neck, N.Y.
Fromm Music

Randolph Bowman, Carmel, Cal.
Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Foundation Fellowship
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Elizabeth

Trumpets

Brown, Auburn, Alabama

Dennis Alves, Cumberland,

John Major Nalle Fellowship

Robert Bush, Oxon Hill, Maryland
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Gail Gillespie, Wahiawa, Hawaii

Orleton Charitable Trust Fellowship

Grant Cooper, Wellington,

Leo L. Beranek Fellowship

New

Zealand

Stella

H.

Thomas

Nancy Laupheimer, Brookline, Mass.

Triest

Rolfs,

C. D. Jackson

Memorial Fellowship

Brooklyn Park, Minn.
Master Award Fellowship

Larry Scofield, Des Plains,

Oboes

Stephen Williams, Newport News,
Virginia

Augustus Thorndike Fellowship
Pamela Hakl, Morehead, Kentucky
C. D. Jackson Master Award Fellowship
Linda Strommen, Oconomowoc, Wis.

& Abby

111.

Bradley Fellowship

William Bennett, New Haven, Conn.
Richard Dallessio, Bridgewater, N.J.

Aaron

R.I.

Trombones
Walter Brauer, Houston, Texas

Mead

Schroeder Fellowship

Corporation Fellowship

Neal Kravitz, Waban, Mass.

Deborah Workman, Ravenna, Ohio

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Florence Herzog Arginteanu Fellowship

Joe A. Riedel, Halifax,

Nova

Scotia

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Arthur H. Smith, Burnaby, B.C.
Malion Walker, New York, N.Y.

Clarinets

Jonathan Cohler, Lexington, Mass.
U.S. Components, Inc. Fellowship

Hodgkinson Fellowship

Bruce M. Creditor, Boston, Mass.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Michael Lewis Drapkin, Hidden Hills,

Tuba

1

Clark Driftmier, Denver, Col.

Cal.

Margaret Boyer Fellowship

Stanley

Home

Products Fellowship

David Howard, Los Angeles, Cal.
Lee Savings Bank Fellowship
Albert Rice, Carmel, Cal.
First Agricultural Bank Fellowship

Percussion
Daniel Druckman, New York, N.Y.
Jeffrey Fischer, Acton, Mass.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Patrick Hollenbeck, Binghamton, N.Y.

Bassoons
Lynn Gaubatz, Odessa, Texas

Country Curtains Fellowship

Michael Karcz, Longmeadow, Mass.
James Saporito, Ridgewood, N.J.
Stuart Haupt Fellowship
Nancy Zeltsman, Morris Plains, N.J.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Ronald Haroutunian, Arlington, Mass.
Carole Mason, Lincoln Park, Michigan

M.

Peter Schweitzer Fellowship

Susan Nigro, Chicago, 111.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Stanley Chappie Fellowship

Gary Schultheis, East Meadow, N.Y.

Harps
Grace Paradise, Asbury Park,

Horns

Amy

N.J.

Wilkins, Rochester, N.Y.
Kathleen Hall Banks Fellowship

Laurel Bennert, Stony Brook, N.Y.
Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Jonathan Boen, Rockford,
Ina

Keyboard
Martin Amlin,

111.

&

Eugene Schnell Fellowship
Brussel, Passaic, N.J.

David
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Thomas Haunton, Pitman, N.J.

WCRB

Dallas,

Texas

Boston Fellowship

Cynthia Darby, Sebastopol, Cal.
Wulsin Fellowship
Elizabeth DiFelice, Tonowanda, N.Y.
Asher J. Shuffer Memorial Fellowship
Mary Kathleen Ernst, Orchard Park, N.Y.
Wulsin Fellowship

Empire Brass Quintet Fellowship

Home, San Antonio, Texas
Robert Ward, Schenectady, N.Y.
Ivan

Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship
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Julie

Lustman,

New

Jerrold Pope, Cincinnati, Ohio
Edgar B. Stern Memorial Fellowship

York, N.Y.

Wulsin Fellowship
Christopher O'Riley, Pittsburgh, Penn.
Wulsin Fellowship

Martha Sharp, Harrison, N.Y.
Dean Shoff, Groveton, N.H.

Rena Sharon, Montreal, Quebec
Conducting
Alan Baiter, San Francisco,

&

Lakeland, Florida

Company

&

Berkshire Hilton Inn Fellowship

i

Cal.

Vocal Coaches
William 8. Jones,

Morris Fellowship

Persis

Willis,

Berkshire Life Insurance

Gertrude Robinson Smith Fellowship
Olivier Cuendet, Lausanne, Switzerland
Stephen

Hi;

Seven Hills Fellowship

Diane

Martin Fischer-Dieskau, Berlin,

Hon.

West Germany

&

Mrs.

Jr.,

Peter

1.

Houston, Texas
B.

Lavan Fellowship

Susan Almasi Mandel, Brighton, Mass.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Handy, New York, N.Y.
Hideomi Kuroiwa, Kanagawa, Japan
Patricia

Composers
John Benson, Edmonds, Wash.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Marilyn Bliss, Lamont, Iowa

Koussevitzky Memorial Fellowship

Vocal Fellows

Margaret

Kathryn Asman, Cleveland Heights,
Ohio

ASCAP— Rudolf Nissim

Laura English -Robinson, Atlanta,
Georgia
Mimmi Fulmer, Ithaca, N.Y.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Thomas Czerny-Hydzik,

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Ewazen, Cleveland, Ohio

Union Federal Savings 'Fellowship
Holt, New York, N.Y.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
Ruth Jacobson, Duluth, Minn.
Keith Kibler, Gloversville, N.Y.

Eric

Margaret

Miller,

High

Lee Crofts Fellowship

Robert Lind, Gardiner, Maine
Lois Vierk, Van Nuys, Cal.
Bruno Maderna Memorial Fellowship

Stanley Chappie Fellowship

Rodney

Philadelphia,

Penn.

Ben

Lloyd,

Fellowship

Peter Child, Lowestoft, England

Emil Friedlander Memorial Fellowship

Thomas

Lee Crofts Fellowship

Roger Bourland, Brookline, Mass.

Rome, N.Y.
Birmingham, Alabama
America Fellowship

Fidelity /Musical

The BERKSHIRE MUSIC
also supported in part

the new

5

CENTER

through

a

is

grant

from the National Endowment for the
Arts in Washington, D. C.

min Tanslew,,od
'

SQUARE RIGGER
Eat casually or sumptuously any time of the

day

or night.

Delicious Country

Steaks, Seafood, Great Salads,
Pies acid

Soups

The BERKSHIRE

Cooking —

MUSIC CENTER

ac-

knowledges with gratitude the generosity of Acoustic Research, Advent,
and Willi Studer, Inc., who provided
recording equipment for the 1978 session.

Homemade

Late Supper

West Stock bridge, Mass.
413-232^565

^
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CAPTHE EVENING.
Your evening doesn't
have to end just because

AC

CKHOJIW
l/^M^^-^&^^-H^^^I

concert is over.
lenox, mass. 01240^413)637-2000
K)^P41
Come over to Foxhollow and
have a drink with pianist-vocalist Ed Linderman
or snack on sandwiches, fresh French pastries and pies, or cappucino
in our Hunt's End Lounge. Let us help you end the evening on the

the

.

.

right note.
back thru Lenox, take 7 A to Rte. 7 South Stockbridge, make a right at light (7 South),
Foxhollow entrance on left. Up the Vi mile former Vanderbilt Estate driveway.

Go

Vi

mile to

fORIHE REASONS
\OU'REINTHEBERKSHIRES.
Where to be seen in Boston.

The Bar at 1^^/Lx/ fr

^B^**PV^W## #y> 1/
4 PM to 2 AM Monday thru Saturday. Live contemporary jazz *
1:30 AM. Tie and jacket required. In-hotel parking. Telephone: 261-2800
In The
Fhe

from 9

PM to

Colonnade Hotel
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We

are grateful to the Berkshire

County area businesses

listed

below for giving gererously to help support Tanglewood and the
Berkshire Music Center.
Lawrence W. Strattner, Jr.
BSO/100 Berkshire Corporate Chairman
Business contributions

and pledges

AKC

Foundation
Adams Laundry Co.
Adams Super Markets Corp.
Arcadian Shop
Arnold Print Works

ASCAP
Assn. of Marian Fathers
John J. Astore
Astro Beef Co., Inc.
Atlantis Equipment Co.

A.W. Baldwin

&

Barnbrook Antiques
Nat Beacco
Becket Arts Center
Ben's Shop
Berkmatics, Inc.
Berkshire Armored Car
Service Co.
Berkshire Bank & Trust
Berkshire Beef Co.
Berkshire Broadcasting Co.
Berkshire Coat Factory
Berkshire Communications
Assoc.
Berkshire Community College
Berkshire County Nutrition

Program
Berkshire County Savings

Bank
Eagle
Frosted Foods
Gas Co.
Hills Regional

School* District

Berkshire Life Agency
Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
Berkshire Paper Co.
Berkshire Plate Glass Co.
Berkshire Traveller Press
Besse-Clarke, Inc.

The

Bible Speaks

Birchard Buick, Inc.
Bland Electric Supply Co.
Blantyre Castle
The Book Store

Hall's

Inc.

Auto

Service, Inc.

David E. Herrick, Inc.
High Fidelity/ Musical America
Magazine

Camp Lenox
Camp Mahkeenaac

Hilton Inn
Hoff's Mobil Station
Holiday Inn
Home Care Corp. of

Canaan National Bank
Candlelight Inn

Howard Johnson's

Carr Hardware

Co., Inc.

Bardwell, D'Angelo, Bowlby
Insurance Co.

Berkshire
Berkshire
Berkshire
Berkshire

Business Services for
Medicine, Inc.
Butler Wholesale Products,
Butternut Basin
Cain, Hibbard & Myers
E. Caligari & Son, Inc.

& Supply Co.,

Springfield, Inc.

Williamstown
Inertia Switch, Inc.

Inc.

F.L. Castine, Inc.

Isgood Realty

Cimini's Market
City Savings Bank

Jiminy Peak,

ITAM

Clark-Aiken Co.
Coach Lite Restaurant
Colt Insurance Agency
Country Curtains, Inc.

Cramer Construction
Crane & Co.
Crazy Horse Gift Shop
Crescent Creamery, Inc.
Curtis Hotel
D.E. Dapson Optician, Inc.

Davis & Norton, Inc.
Dee's Department Store
Deerskin Trading Post
Dery Funeral Home
Dettinger Lumber Co., Inc.
Different

Drummer

Dresser-Hull Co.
East Lee Steak House
Eaton Paper Co.

Inc.

Diner
H.A. Johansson
J.H. Johnson & Sons, Inc.
Johnson Lincoln Mercury
Edward B. Karam Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Kay- Bee Toy and Hobby
Shops
Joe's

Kelly-Dietrich, Inc.
Kelly Hardwood Corp.
Kidder, Peabody & Co., Inc.

Kimberly-Clark Foundation,
Inc.

Nat Krate Co.
Lee Audio Co.
Lee High School
Lee's Pizza

Elise Farar, Inc.

1888 Shop
Evergreen Realty
Exeter Dental Laboratory,
Inc.

Bank
Albany Corp.
Flying Cloud Inn

First Agricultural
First

Folklorica

Friendly Ice

Lodge #564

Cream Corp.

Gateways Restaurant

Lee Savings Bank
Lenox Oil Co., Inc.
Lenox Package Store
Lenox Twin Maples
Leisure Group-Temple
Emanuel
Lenox Savings Bank
Loeb's Foodtown
The Luau Hale Restaurant
Lucy Lou Fashions
March Advertising, Inc.

James H. Maxymillian,

Inc.

J.

McCormick-& Toole Insurance
Agency
McClelland Drug Store

General Electric Co.
Gerber & Co., Inc.
Giftos Brothers Inc.

Bousquet Ski Area
Braun's Package Store
C.T. Brigham Co.

Girardi Distributors, Inc.

Mead Corporation
Katherine Meagher Dress

Graphic Arts Center
Sheldon Gross Realty

Merrill, Lynch, Pierce,

Brothership Clothing

Hagyard Pharmacy
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Shop
Inc.

Fenner

&

Smith,

Inc.

l/f

Mill

on the Floss

Miller Supply

Mohawk

Beverages,

Inc.

Mole & Mole
Morgan -Grampian Publishing,
Co.

Morgan House
Morpheus Arms Motel
Mullen Brothers, Inc.
Mutual Press Clipping
Service
Nejaime's Stockbridge Shop
New England Furniture Corp.

North Adams Hoosac
Savings Bank
North Adams Transcript
O'Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
The Old Corner House

Owens

Reinholt Realty
Research & Action, Inc.
The Restaurant
Reynolds, Barnes & Hebb,
Inc.

A.H. Rice Co.
Ried Cleaners, Inc.
Rising Paper Co.
Robinson Leech Assoc.
Rogers Jewelry
D.O. Ruffer, Inc.
Samel's Deli
Sears Roebuck & Co.
Seven Arts Antiques

Seven Hills
Shaggy Dog Studios,
Shanahan's Market

Piretti, Inc.

Square Rigger
Frank Stanley Beveridge

Motor Inn

Pittsfield

Co-operative

Bank

Commerce

Foundation,

Stevenson

National Bank
Supply Co.
Pleasant Valley Motel
Prudential Lines, Inc.
Pittsfield
Pittsfield

Quincy Lodge
The Record Store
The Red Lion Inn

&

Inc.

Co., Inc.

Chamber
Commerce

Stockbridge

The

Village Inn
Vlada Boutique
Warner Cable of
Dalton

Pittsfield/

Inc.

WCRB
West Stockbridge

D.O. Shedd & Son, Inc.
Smith Rent-Alls, Inc.
The Sounds of Music
Southern Berkshire Chamber

Pilgrim

Lodge
Union Federal Savings Bank
U.S. Components, Inc.

Westbridge Inn

Shandoff's Inc.

of

The Talbots, Inc.
Tanglewood Motor Inn
Town & Country Motor

WBEC,
Inc.

Apparel
Parker Tours, Inc.
Penny Saver
Pete's Chrysler Plymouth
Petricca Construction Co.

J.T.

Stop & Shop Supermarkets
Suchele Bakery
Sunset Motel
Susse Chalet Motor Lodge

of

Stockbridge Fuel & Grain
Stockbridge Gulf Station
Stockbridge Pharmacy

Enterprises,

Inc.

Western Mass

Electric Co.

Wheatleigh

Wheeler

&

Taylor, Inc.

Wheeler's Package Store
White Hart Inn
William T. Lahart & Son
Williams & Sons Country
Store
Williamstown National Bank
Worhle's Inc.

Yamato

i

Yankee Motor Lodge
Yellow Aster, Inc.
Zee Enterprises

music for frugal musings
open up worlds of color and sound at
with records from the Harvard Coop,

practical prices

New

largest record center, rock, folk, classical
for less.

HARVARD SQUARE

1

England's

and more...

CAMBRIDGE

*„
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We

sincerely thank the following Berkshire area corporations
have contributed, as of 31 July 1978, $1,000 or more to the

which
BSO/100, the Boston Symphony Orchestra's current endowment drive.
The goal for the BSO/100 drive is $15.7 million by 1981-82, the BSO's
100th anniversary; total for current Berkshire corporations
of $200,000.

is

in excess

^S^&
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Lawrence W. Strattner,

Jr.
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Berkshire Corporate

Chairman
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Business contributions

First Agricultural National

and pledges:

Bank
High Fidelity Magazine

Adams Super Markets

Jenifer

ALNASCO

Jones Division-Beloit Corp.

Berkshire Bank & Trust Co.
Berkshire County Savings

Kay-Bee Toy and Hobby

Bank
Berkshire Gas Co.
Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
City Savings Bank

Clark-Aiken
Crane & Co.
Eagle Publishing Co.
England's

House

Shops
Lee National Bank
Lee Savings Jlank
Lenox National Bank
Lenox Savings Bank
Mead Corporation -Specialty
Paper Division
Pittsfield Cooperative Bank
Pittsfield National Bank

Red Lion Inn

&

Country

Curtains, Inc.

A.H. Rice Co.
Rising Paper Co.
Frank Stanley Beveridge
Fdn., Inc.

Talbot's
Union Federal Savings

Bank
Western Massachusetts
Electric Co.

Wheeler

&

Taylor

Donors under $1,000:
Lee Lime Corporation
Sears, Roebuck & Co.

This is an especially fine home with many extras in design and
convenience for gracious living. Built on the edge of the Taconic Golf
Course overlooking the 2nd and 17th tees, it also affords an unusual
amount of privacy with views and vistas. A den, a library, a greenhouse, a
three-car garage are just some of the extras.

Philip M. Alton Insurance
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

Agency

780 Main Street, P.O. Box 644, Williamstown, Mass. 01267
Telephone (413) 458-8366
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The Executive Committee
Tanglewood Council of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Mrs. James G. Garivaltis
Mr. Curtis Buttenheim
Co-Chairmen

Mr. John Kittredge

gallery

Secretary /Treasurer

Mrs. Murray L. Klein
Mrs. Stephen V. C. Morris

Fine and Functional Art

Talks and

weaving

•

painting

•

pottery
sculpture

jewelry

•

glass...

Mr. H. Ashley Smith,

Elm

I

V

Jr.

Business

Mr. Robert A. Wells
Community

I

Walks

Affairs

Mrs. Kelton M. Burbank
Mrs. David J. Poutasse

Stockbridge 298-3044
next to Post Office

St.

Benefits

>

Mrs. Charles Capers
Receptions

Mrs. D.H. Potter
Mrs. Richard Marcure
Mrs. Desmond Tivy

"If music

Tent

be the food

Mrs. Jean Massimiano
Mr. Joseph T. Duffy
Sales

of love, W
play on!
it
^P OGDEN FOOD SERVICES

and Information

Mrs. John Kittredge
Tanglewood-Boston Liaison

Mrs. A. Lloyd Russell
Boston /Tanglewood Liaison

Mrs. William H. Ryan
Mrs. Gary A. Lopenzina
Student Affairs

Mrs. Frederick G. Crane,

Providing food and drink

Jr.

Foreign Students

Enjoy our assortment of wine and cheese

Mrs. John McLennan
Mr. Peter

Van

S.

Rice

Nominating

To reach

a

mature audience

who

attend Boston Symphony,

Pops and Tanglewood,
call

WMHT-FM

89.1
92

Steve Ganafc Ad Reps,
Statler Office Bldg.,
Boston, Mass. 02116
617-542-6913

Jfebma

2J.

IfBmarata

Williamstown
Theatre Festival

RARE BOOKS
• Literature
• Books About Books
• Americano

^a

• Press Books

^
Nikos Psacharopoulos

Ojr 24th Season

NIXON ROAD

BOX 2286
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701

Idiot's Delight,

P.O.

Month

In

Includes:
The Country,

School For Wives, Mother Courage

June 29 - August 26
Phone Reservations: 413-458-8146
3. Box 517, Williamstown, Ma. 02K

617-877-4564
Catalogues Issued By Appointment Only

The Good
Old Days
Come

hear the sounds and see the sights of a
re-created 19th century New England Village.
^Friendly smiles and fresh air await you in New
England's largest outdoor history museum.

Old Sturbridge Village
OPEN DAILY

9:30-5:30 -

FROM TANGLE WOOD, TAKE MASSACHUSETTS TU RNPIKE EAST TO EXIT

9

(STU RBRIDGE-BRIMFIELD)

CRAZY HORSE ANTIQUES

antartex

MAIN ST., LENOX, MA 01240
637-1634
or (413) 243-9835
(413)

BOX

SHEEPSKIN COATS FROM SCOTLAND

88,

THE SHEEPSKIN
WORKSHOP
Learn to weave a
Sheepskin rug Cworth
4iOO)fbronly$20inyou

own home

or at

trie

Antarfex Sheep-,
skin Shop.

c

Lessons -Rentals
Hand sew sheepskin
•Mtts •coatS'Aiuffs-Piilows
sleeping hags
Toys -wall Hangings 'Childrens
•Sleepinq ruqs (as supplied io the Antarctic
Expedition).knit sweaters of Shetland wool.
v*n*a«r

CHARLES L FLINT
Dealer Shaker and Folk Art
12 Years Experience

iNexiHmxNr. raus

HMnt r*tm \tmtn usowuwr

Wta£>-:>:i/si»7»¥.7T»7
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The unexpected

Tanglewood

BERKSHIRE ADVENTURE

Tradition
Our outdoor Courtyard

— colorfully abounding
with Impatient plants —

Lion's

Den

ocfcbridge

serves luncheons,
dinners, snacks and
drinks. Our indoor
features sandwiches,

Great Eating, Antiquing

& Shop- Hopping.
Trendy Boutiques.
Al fresco Lunch, Dining
& Wining before & after

drinks and live entertainment.
Both are open till 1 a.m. Phone:
413-298-5545. Route 7, Stockbridge,
Massachusetts. Since 1773.

the Concerts at the

RIGGER, RUBY'S and

3JB

WESTBRIDGE

The Red Lion Inn

THE SURPRISING
WHITE HART INN

COUNTRY CURTAINS
Country Curtains are
charming tradition...

a

old-fashioned
conscientious service to thrifty
homemakers. This well-

years

quality

of

and

known mail order
company has an outstanding choice of

room

the historic

in

curtains, bed ensembles
and tablecloths that are
perfect with antiques,

White clapboards, dark shutters, wide porches,
towering elms. The classic New England country
inn. With some surprising extras. A world famous
British tea expert blends our fabulous Sarum
teas. A former officer in the Chinese Navy adds
a special Oriental dimension to an already-classic

reproductions, Vic-

menu

torian

and Period

ture.

Visit

Red Lion

Inn

our

(fantastic salads, quiche, crepes, homebaked breads). Innkeeper John Harney holds
forth on the events of the day in the congenial
taproom. Complete facilities for you, your family,

furni-

sales-

or send for

our free catalog.

your group,

in all seasons.
Reservations suggested. Luncheon

Monday through Saturday, 10am-5pm^^^

Dinner 6

J*

Stockbridge, Massachusetts 01262

PM

Fine Dining— Country Store

On

to 9

Noon

to 2

PM.

PM.

Taproom— Accommodations

the green in Salisbury, Conn.

(203)435-2511

Forty-Nine Acres

Closer than you think...

>

opposite main gore or Tanglewood
spectacular views

-

5 magnificent building

750

pastures

hillside 6-

sites

feet of road frontage

on

undermountain road.
Available

Would

in

sell in

its

entirety at $85,000.

Henncus G A Bergmans, Innkeeper/owner, invites
you to this comfortable inn. Just 4 miles from the
Tanglewood gate Luncheons 12-3; dinners 5:30-10.

2 separate 3 surveyed

acre parcels at $17,500 each.

Reservations please

Terms available.
Call Mr.

Elman

$feBtbr%?3tm

528-4471
371-1380.

at (413)

or at (212)

Main

Street.

West Stockbridge, Massachusetts 01266
413-232-7770

for Reservations call

94
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The

i

Berkshires.

Craftsmanship
in a
places but not in the Berkshires.
Here, the commitment to excellence
continues. You 11 find it in our artisans and
custom builders, and in our machinists,
technicians and engineers, as well.
Our workers are Yankees. They believe
in a day's work for a day's pay
just as their
fathers and grandfathers did before them
and their children will after. Skills are
handed down from one generation to
another. And with the knowledge comes
the wisdom that any job worth doing is
worth doing right. It's not unusual to find

—

wood

finishing.

The average commute to work is only 10
minutes. There's an availability of labor
with extraordinary skills. Our schools have
vocational programs tailored to business
needs. We've got good transportation.
And our banks have established special

—

programs that make

it

easier for our

businesses to relocate. Add to this our
closeness to major markets, and it's easy
to see why doing business in the Berkshires
makes good business sense.
Maybe you should be doing business in
the Berkshires. We're looking for a few

father and son working side-by-side. And
job-hopping is virtually unknown.
Maybe that's why so many businesses

have flourished in the Berkshires. And
perhaps this is why, each year, new
companies are making the Berkshires
home for their business, and their

good companies who believe in quality
of product and quality of life. We've got
the workers to match.

—

families.

The Berkshires

It's a good place for kids to grow up. Our
streets are safe and people still find time

Our elementary and secondary
schools are excellent. Plus, there are

Alan C. Marden

to smile.

Berkshire County Development Commission

universities, colleges and specialty
in the area. Golfing, boating,
theatre, the arts, skiingand hiking they're
all at your fingertips.

schools

lives here.

And, just as important to business, we
have excellent support industries. From
electronics to machinery to plastics to

The craftsman. He's disappeared

lot of

still

205 West Street
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

—

Phone: (413) 499-4474
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Four Seasons of Vacation Pleasure Plan to Come Again and

t^^ylygl^Sy^g
JDeriVSllireS

Spend Some Time Getting
Facilities

Representing Area Artists
Thos. Mosher Furniture
1890's Posters
St.,

Williamstown, Ma.

and Services Listed Below

mE
WILL

Gallery in Williamstown

84 Spring

Know the Berkshires.

Really

We Appreciate Your Patronage of The

to

AMSVILLE-

INN

Open

*&

A fine, small Inn featuring

daily

superb Country French Cuisine
J6J

LUBRANQ

Candlelight dining

Thursday thru Tuesday

Centek

Rte. 41

wfckholicw
'

Vh

THE BERKSHIRE EAGLE

miles to

DELI

Old and Rare Books

• Excellent food

on

Rt.1Q2

&h£ «o

PQBOX47 MAIN ST
SOUTH

Golf • Theatre

00

BASKETS •

o
X
P"
C
Z
n
x

Specialty Foods.

(7**r

/,

MASS. 0I260

LEE.

•

fine Selection of Imported &
Domestic Cheeses, Sausages and

Fine Music
east of Stockbridge

SANDWICHES

A

Musical Instruments

and drinks
Riding • Tennis

• Pool • Sailing
•

Recommended by
BOSTON MAGAZINE

413-274-6580

TANGLEWOOD

•

,

Reservations

Lenox, ^Mass.
•

between W. Stockbridge
and Gt. Barrington

*#e

413 243-22I8

800»628»5990

U.S. Rt. 7

&

Open

20 Lenox, Mass.

Daily 10-8

PM U!

BERKSHIRE CANOE TRIP

Qatewfiys lnri
and J^§taxuBnt

Scenic Flat Water Perfect for the Family!
• CANOE & CAMPING
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
ft*

Your host: Internationally renowned Chef Owner

GERHARD SCHMID
71

Walker

B

St.

Lenox. Ma.

413-637-2532

rp
elvoir lerrace

• Imported
Antique • Recycled

Dance

A Fine Arts Center for Girls

&

Drama

Lenox. Massachusetts

Sports

Appointment

Products

637-0555

76

Delightfully situated, secluded vacation

the

and x-c

nm

EAGLE'S NEST LOUNGE

Banquet and

Wedding

Facilities

413-637-1100

A

.

.

should^

j

whether a Sunday jaunt
or a few weeks on the

Entertainment Tuesday thru Sunday
/

ski gear

suit individual needs,

(518) 733-5497

1

LENOX

ST.,

.

637-0088

Backpacking, hiking,

berhshirejorum

Complete

CHURCH

& more

GET OUTSIDE!

workshop center 29 minutes from Tanglewood Expertly led weekend discussions on
controversial issues. Swimming. Tennis.

3tep/mtown f njj.

Children's Clothing

Jewelry • Kiehl's Herbal

• Careful supervision

Limited Enrollment

Girls 9-17 - Interview by

Mass. 01257 (413f 528-1 100

Handmade

Art

.

Professional staff

Rte. 7 Sheffield.

A

\ VO%AQiJJLXX
*
* V ^V
a

<^AAr\.

trail.

We

like to outfit

sensibly.

arcadian shop
44 Housatonic

LENOX PITTSFIEL0, MASSACHUSETTS 01240

1

96

you

Water

St

..

St..

Lenox. Mass. 01240. 637-3010

Williamstown. Mass. 01267 458-3670

E
us

HTl-%^

For Complete Information, Call or Write
The Berkshire Vacation Bureau

1 MS

JH

D

205 West St.,Pittsfield,MA 01201
Tel: 41 3-443-91 86

AvlrcVllVAC
IVSl 111 Cd
DfSJT

We Appreciate Your Patronage of the

Facilities

and Services Listed Below
90 Church

qANEsk

DELI -SHOP
Elm

15

413 637 1823

qAllERy & CAf

SANDWICHES • CATERING
TAKE OUT SERVICE
1

St.

Lenox. Mass.

contemporary

art gallery •

gourmet cafe

Street. Pittsfie Id. Massachusetts.

442-5927

Tel.

Featuring Hot Pastrami

H^^mmiT'

& Hot Corned Beef

Sandwiches
Hebrew National Delicatessen • Rolls & Bagels
baked daily • Imported & Domestic cheeses
• Lox
& smoked fish • Barbecued chicken
•

made

Fresh

Open

28 Walker

-

A must

salads • Party Pjatters

*^£r

THECLOTHESLOFT

Fashion Doesn't Stop At Size 14

RIFFOROBE
namnm

ll£^0 Gt

Phone 528-0880
Phone 413-528-4933

guest house"

"a country

Special Family Events

breakfast included, dinner served daily
• Breakfast

• Brunch

• Lunch

• Dinner

MOTEL

Off Rt.

7-Hancock, Ma -413-738-5431

• Disco

across' from Tanglewood

183 Lenox 637-0897

41

Sheffield,

EACH SUMMER

KINGSMOnt Camp
W

Stockbridge,

Also:

Ma.

413-229-8585

Closed Wednesday

Monum£4ti Mountain Motet

fflst

LEATHERSMITH & CRAFTS
Pottery & Jewelry
Leather & Supplies

Opposite Friendly
Route 7, Stockbridge Rd.

1

Girls

SANDY VOHR

Friendship Inn

GT.

Mass 01266 413-232-8518

Camp Kingsmont for Overweight

Superb food in an unusual and memorable
atmosphere. Serving breakfast, lunch and
dinner. After concert sandwiches and
cocktails. Evening cocktails on the terrace.
Lounge, hntertainment. Dinner reservations
appreciated. Route 20. Lenox. 637-0475.

Berkshires

of the

LOST
8000 LBS

BLANTYRE CASTLE INN

The English Inn
Rt.

Boys 8-18 lose 20-50 lbs & have the time of
your hie Increased activity, balanced diet
& understanding staff instill self-respect
& new confidence Enioy and succeed at all
land and water activities Year round counseling helps maintain weight loss 8 wks
Permanent facilities Accred ACA
Dr Lloyd O.Appleton, Box 104 T
1

• Entertainment

rtc.

s

Barrington

9 tastefully furnished rooms, continental

flTflVHUOCH

and

stk ztT 413528 3118

Alpine Slide

Barrington Inn

•

in

BERKSHIRES ONLY BOUTIQUE'FOR
LARGE SIZES SIZES 16-46
Ctije

American and European Designer
Fashions 25% and 50% off.
179 Main Street, Great Barrington

VLp

MA

the Berkshires
• open every day • evenings till 7 •
• Sundays till 2 •

Tues.-Sat. 8-6, Sun.-Mon. 8-2

r

Lenox,

St.,

while you're

Cleaning

BARRINGTON, MASS. 01 230
413 528 2799 or 9711

<<
./

Main

97

Across From The

Street

Red

Lion lnn\

Mockbridge, Massat husetts

THE FRIENDS OF MUSIC AT TANGLEWOOD
Membership provides you with exciting opportunities and
It's the secret buy of the Berkshires!

privileges

all

year long.

Free Berkshire Music Center Concerts:
There are over 40 concerts each summer performed by the
the Berkshire Music Center, the Boston

Symphony

members

Orchestra's

of

summer

academy for the advanced study of music. These outstanding concerts
include chamber music recitals, full orchestra concerts, vocal and choral
programs, and the annual Festival of Contemporary Music, Tanglewood's
"festival within a festival." Friends Concert Memberships for individuals
and families are available for $25.00.

Advance program information and ticket ordering forms:
Approximately one month before the public sale of seats in the early
spring, Friends will be sent the advance Berkshire Festival programs and
priority ticket application. Friends will also receive the monthly Boston
Symphony Orchestra publication, BSO.

a

Tent Membership:

The Tanglewood
a hospitable

Tent, available to contributors of $100 and over, provides

gathering place behind the Music Shed where food and drink

may

be purchased on concert days. Hot buffet dinners are served on
Saturday evenings beginning at 6:30 p.m. (Reservations must be made
through the Friends Office no later than the Thursday afternoon
preceding each Saturday evening buffet.)

in

Special parking for Friends:

Two

convenient reserved parking areas are available to all donors of $150
or more for all Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts: either the Box
Parking Lot (Hawthorne Street entrance) or the Tent Parking Lot (West
Street entrance).

For information, contact: Friends of Music at Tanglewood

Lenox, Massachusetts 01240
(413) 637-1600

SIDE BY SIDE— Main St., Lenox, Mass

COLONIAL AND DOCUMENTARY WALLCOVERINGS

THE LEMON TREE

4-

k
YAMATO

* v v _>jy xf^ _
Our papers are true reproductions of original prints found in America's museums and
oldest homes. Numerous co-ordinated fabrics.
While
seconds

you're in the Berkshires, save
our factory outlet in Adams!

Giftt

Japanese Art
Jewelry

American
Ceramics

on

at

mb Stan* MM (Harp.
RT.

Fashion

8.

GROVE

Weekdays 10 A.M.

-

ST.

-

For Your

Clothing

ADAMS. MASS. 01220

4 P.M.. Saturdays 9 A.M.

Appointments

Unique

OPEN

12 Noon

98

7

DAYS A WEEK

Home

-

SCULPTURE AT TANGLEWOOD — 1978
The sculpture displayed on the Tanglewood
grounds this summer is by Ernest Shaw, who
lives and works in the Hudson Valley town of

New

Paltz,

New

York.

Born in New York City in 1942, Mr. Shaw
had a successful practice in psychiatry before
starting sculpture in 1972. Since then his works
have been shown in a number of group and
one-man shows, including the Milwaukee
Center for the Performing Arts in 1977, the
Storm King Art Center, Mountainville, New
York in 1976 and 1977, and the Hamilton
Gallery of Contemporary Art in New York City
in 1978. His work is in the permanent collection
of the Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art in
Ridgefield, Connecticut and in the Allen Bradley
Photograph by Robin James
Collects in Milwaukee.
All the works exhibited here were done in 1978, with two pieces made
especially for this Tanglewood season showing. He designs and fabricates
all his sculpture in his studio adjacent to his house in New Paltz.
A list of the pieces with their locations on the grounds is available at the
Main Gate and in the Friends Office. All the works are for sale, with 10%
of the selling price benefiting the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Inquiries
should be made at the Friends Office.

Tanglewood,
Jacob's Pillow, Otis Ski
October Mountain State Forest
You can own a piece of nature... days of
magnificent
splendor— evenings
of
solitude— a tranquility to those few who
love nature, clean air. fresh brooks and
ponds and the wilderness in all its natural
brilliance

Becket Woods. ..has less than 45 wooded
home sites of 4 to 9 acres available
Choice sites from $18,900. As low as
1 0% down with bank terms to 1 5 years

Becket Woods... A Private Place for all
Seasons Nestled in the Berkshire Hills,
890 natural acres of tall trees, ponds for
fishing, horseback trails, tennis courts, but
most of all beautiful neighbors.

Becket Woods, Box

1

86. Lee.

For information and

Becket

private tour:

(516)764-3476

Mass 01 238 (413) 623-8933
99

Woods

In

the

'

'

kel

M,r

pRACULA
is

one of the biggest

hits

of the Broadway season!
— New York Times
1

CHARGIT:(212) 239-7177 or To Free (800) 223-181
1 1

Charge seats with all major credit cards, daily including Sunday.

TICKETRON: (212) 977-9020/GROUPSALES: (212) 354-1032 or (800) 223-75

MARTIN BECKTHEATRE

"DRACULA" will

also be

302 West 45th Street* 246-63
in

100

BOSTON

this winte

t

717"

cn) 047 t
ejI62e esiwentift

and 4edideff4 fler4A14424
. . . (tcaciore4 Zvi.ing

r>iacicre4

OPEN
EVERY DAY
Daily 9-5:30
Sundays 10-5
CHOOSE FROM OVER
30,000 ITEMS

A complete source for China, Glass, Dinnerware, Clocks, Candles,
Lamps, Lighting Fixtures, Baskets & Pottery, Woodenware, Pewter,
Brass & Copper, Door Stops, Hitching Posts, Weathervanes, Braided &
Hooked Rugs, Woven Coverlets, Place Mats & Table Linens, Gourmet
Cookware, Colonial Hardware, Franklin Stoves, Andirons & Fireplace
Equipment, Pictures, Wall Hangings, Mechanical Banks, Unique
Toys, Exciting Imports, Decorative Accessories, Documentary Fabrics
& Wallpapers, Upholstered & Early American Furniture, Authorized
"Colonial Williamsburg" and "Museum Collection" Reproductions,
Pennsylvania House Furniture, (Authentic Americana) and distinctive Country Clothes
FABULOUS FASHIONS
& FABRICS

FINE FURNITURE
40.

Recapture Yesteryear's Yankee Nostalgia at

AuntAbigail's A ttic

Seth & Tea's Country Store

EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY CLOTHES

(lite (''ruin
Gourmet Foods
Papeteries Finest Soaps
Home Baked Goods
"" °
d
Maple Products
111! ..111
Aged Cheddar Cheese
Our Famous
Fresh Ground
Peanut Butter
Ginger Molasses Cookies
Coffee
Old Fashioned Candy
Tea
Jams and Jellies
Honey
Imported Delicacies
Apothecary Jars Miniatures
Herbs and Spices
Preserves Water Driven Stone Ground Flour
I

NEW
SHIPMENTS
WEEKLY

e)Xe/iff/Sili4? Ve/Sig114
As featured
weekly in
by

NEW TIYofilER

JJILL

LTD.

**Ongoing Clearance **
TATIt nrin
VISIT OUR

FASHION BARGAIN BARN
DISPLAYING
reiletky

•

Yfyle

50% OFF tie MORE

ngland's 4mericana Marketplace

GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.
In the Big Red Barns on Stockbridge Road, Route 7
1 Mile North of Great Barrington Telephone 413-528-1500
Remember, you haven't seen the Berkshires if you haven't seen JENIFER HOUSE!

111
. 1f
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PROD
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Castel Ruboun Lambrusco
Now in white as well as red.

Imported by Pastene Wine & Spirits Co., Inc., Somerville, MA 02143

